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One important test in the development of new traffic control methods 
is an evaluation of proposed alternates. It is impractical to test every 
alternate on a real time basis, and it is not wise to choose an alternate 
without comparison testing. With the rapid development of high speed 
computers, simulation of traffic under the various alternatives has 
proved to be a valuable means of providing effective comparisons at rea-
sonable cost. 
Simulation is a technique which enables the study of a complex traf-
fic system in the laboratory rather than in the field. It is usually 
faster and less expensive than the testing of a real system. In many 
cases, it enables study of system characteristics prior to construction 
of the facility. The modern digital electronic computer presently pro-
vides the high speed of computation and the logic capabilities that en-
ables it to react in a manner analogous to vehicles traveling on a road-
way (4). By proper programming, the behavior of each vehicle represented 
within the computer may be calculated by following predetermined pat-
terns, derived from the observation of real vehicles or established math-
ematical theory. By this method, the precise control of the dynamic 
traffic process can be maintained and many unnecessary variables elim-
inated ( 4). 
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In considering changing an intersection control system, either pro-
viding a separate lane for turning traffic or changing the signal phases, 
the question usually is to determine which change is the most effective 
and advantageous. Since the traffic characteristics vary considerably 
at different locations, the correct answer is not easily obtained by 
simply applying traffic theories. The direct way would be to make actual 
changes and evaluate the results for comparison. However, this method 
is impractical because it is tim~ consuming and expensive. Another way 
is to solve the problem using a computer simulation model. 
This research concerns a computer simulation program that will be 
used to evaluate the single intersection controlled by traffic signal. 
The intersection considered has one or two lanes on each approach, and 
may have separate turning lanes. A traffic signal is used to control 
traffic in all directions. 
The first part of the research is the development of the computer 
simulation program, written in GPSS (General Purpose Simulation System), 
and run on the IBM 360/65 computer. The output of the program is a table 
indicating the traveling times required by vehicles on each approaching 
lane to cross the intersection, and the queue length of stopped vehicles. 
The reason for using 11 delay 11 or 11 traveling time 11 rather than 11 load fac-
tor11 as the measuring parameter is because it is more realistic from the 
street user•s standpoint. This parameter is the value that will be used 
as a measure of comparison when any changes occur. 
The second part of the research is field observation. Traffic data 
and statistics are observed from a selected intersection for use as the 
input information of the computer program. The time-lapse photography 
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method, in addition to stop watches, was used to record the flow of 
traffic. The data from this method can be analyzed conveniently by re-
playing in a single-frame movie projector. 
The third and last part is the analysis and comparison of the re-
sults. Evaluation of program accuracy and further research needed are 
discussed. 
Development of Previous Traffic Simulation 
Using the Computer 
Since l~orld War II; there has been an increasing use of computers 
to speed and simplify the mathematical processes involved in simulation. 
These computers are of two general types: analog (continuous variable) 
and digital (discrete-variable) (31). Both types have been used for 
traffic simulation; however, analog simulation has some disadvantages 
because the vehicle is represented as a passive element completely con-
trolled by external factors. Digital simulation, on the other hand, 
offers tremendous possibilities in this area by handling elements of the 
simulation in successive steps (36). Although traffic engineers real-
ize that the digital computer permits bringing the traffic facility into 
the laboratory with unlimited control conditions, nevertheless, there 
has been comparatively little work done in this area. 
In 1956, there were three digital computer simulations reported in 
the traffit ~ngineering fi~ld. Gerlough simulated freeway tr~ffic on a 
general-purpose computer (37). Goode et al. developed a model of a 
signalized intersection using the MIDAC digital computer (38). Wong•s 
paper (39) described the simulation of a portion of a multilane boul-
evard. 
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rn 1959, Gerlough presented another paper (40) describing computer 
inputs which may be used to represent the operation of traffic streams. 
The statistical distributions he mentioned are: Poisson, exponential, 
shifted exponential, and composite exponential. Lewis (41) and Benhard 
(42) simulated the intersection of two two-lane streets with actuated 
signal control. Perchonek and Levy (43), and Wahl (44) applied the 
digital computer to study the problem of freeway on-ramp operations. 
Glickstein and associates (45) applied computer simulation techniques 
to the interchange design problem. 
Kell presented two subsequent papers (46, 47) on obtaining vehicle 
delays at intersections by the application of computer simulation. His 
studies compared orthogonal intersections of two two-lane, two-way 
streets, having traffic signal control (fixed time, semi-actuated, or 
full actuated) with intersections having cross street stop sign control. 
Since 1962 Lewis has presented two papers describing the basic 
theory of simulation techniques at intersections. His first paper (4) 
details his simulation model and its application to determine the vehi-
cular delays at the intersection of a four-lane major street with a two-
lane minor street. The computer output (the delays) was used to.deter-: 
mine volume warrants for different types of intersection control. In 
the second paper (48), Lewis proposed an improved headway distribution 
which consists of a modified binomial distribution, using two different 
levels of probability, for use in simulation studies. 
In 1966, Dart (1) studied the problems of left-turn traffic at 
signalized intersections on four-lane arteri~l streets. He applied the 
computer simulation technique to obtain the left-turn characteristics. 
The delay data was used to observe the factual warrants for left-turn 
channelization. 
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In recent years, due to the faster and more efficient generation 
of computer machines, simulations on computer have been widely employed 
by traffic engineers. The research in this field has been consider-
ably increased. Separate studies of Beilby (49) and Story (50) used 
similar techniques to simulate traffic flow by digital computer. 
Klijnhout (51) simulated a single intersection with traffic signal, 
his program being written in PL 1 1 anguage for the third generation IB~1 
360/65 computer. Rumsey and Hartley (33) simulated a model of traffic 
flow between two adjacent intersections. Their model emphasized the 
behavior of platoons created by vehicles leaving one signalized inter-
section toward the neighboring intersection. 
Simulation models for large scale street networks have also been 
developed in the past few years. Davies et al. (11) wrote a street 
network model using FORTRAN IV to operate on the CDC 6500 computer. 
Other large scale models which are well-known at the present time in-
clude: 
1. TRANS model developed by Planning Research Corporation (52). 
2. DYNAMO model developed by MIT (53). 
3. UNIST simulator developed by the University of ~1anchester In-
stitute of Science and Technology (54, 55). 
As computer speeds have increased and the complexity of simulations 
have grown, special-purpose computer languages have been developed to 
aid in the development and debugging of simulation programs. One of 
the most widely used of these languages now is GPSS (56). To publicize 
how a substantial reduction in the programming effort can be accomplished 
by using the simulator, Blum (57, 58) developed a traffic simulation 
program written in GPSS II and FAP languages for the IB~1 7090/94 sys-
tems. His program dealt with traffic flow at various types of inter-
sections and was later adapted for large-scale street networks. 
Traffic Behavior at Signalized Intersections 
When a vehicle, approaching an intersection, reaches the point 
where the stream of traffic is influenced by the signal at the inter-
section, the pattern of flow is changed, depending on vehicle interac-
tions and driver responses. The general description of the nature of 
traffic at four-lane intersections, illustrated in Figure 1, follows 
the idea of intersection characteristics described by Dart (1).* 
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In the case of an isolated intersection, before the vehicles reach 
the intersection, usually several pundred feet in ~dvance, their charac-
teristics are not yet affected by the intersection congestion. Their 
arrival times will generally be considered random, making the distri~ 
bution of successive time spacing between vehicles (inter-arrival time) 
an exponential relationship. 
When passing point A in Figure 1 (the reference point for this 
model), drivers will notice the changing pattern of the preceding ve-
hicles (the build-up of a queue of stopped vehicles or the slowing of 
vehicles ahead). When the signal phase is yellow or red, the first 
independent vehicle in that cycle will not begin to decelerate until 
about half-way or more from point A to the stop line, designated as 
*The following explanation is s.elected and modifi.ed from Reference 
( 1). 
§ 
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Figure 1. Illustration of Traffic Behaviors at a Typical Signalized Intersection (1) 
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zone C. This is the zone where the driver, realizing the stop condi-
tion ahead, will likely decelerate at a comfortable rate. This zone is 
also the general area where approaching drivers may suddenly encounter 
a yellow ph.ase and must quickly decide whether to decelerate at an un-
comfortable rate or to continue through the intersection (0, Figure 1). 
Due to vehicle interaction, the trailing vehicle of a platoon will be-
gin to slow soon after passing point A, usually at the location of point 
B, between point A and zone C. 
There can be interaction between successive vehicles in a traffic 
lane at any point on the approach between point A and the intersection 
proper, because of the different speeds of these vehicles. The driver 
of a faster trailing vehicle will adjust his speed according to the 
speed differential and headway between the two vehicles. If the driver 
of the faster vehicle is planning to turn and is already in the proper 
lane for the turn, then he will likely slow down and follow the slower 
vehicle in this lane. The driver of a nonturning vehicle in the same 
situation may not be willing to slow down. hfhen there is a large enough 
gap in another lane, he may attempt to improve his position by passing 
the slower vehicle through a lane change maneuver. 
If there is no separate left-turn signal phase, the driver of a 
left-turning vehicle near the intersection in the inside lane must eval-
uate the opposing traffic streams. Generally, he requires a gap size 
in the opposing traffic, G, that is large enough for his turning maneuver. 
He may find such a gap in advance without stopping and make his turn im-
mediately, or he may have to stop near point E·and wait for a suitable 
gap. Under heavy traffic conditions, he may have to wait to turn until 
after the yellow phase has displayed and all opposing traffic has stopped. 
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The following vehicle, meanwhile, if it is not a left-turner, may ncit 
want to be delayed waiting for the turning vehicle to move and may try 
to change to the adjacent outside lane, as at point F, if there is a 
large enough gap for a lane change maneuver. 
In the case where there is heavy pedestrian movement crossing the 
side street, the right-turn vehicle from the outside lane may have to 
wait until all pedestrians have passed. In this case a build-up of 
stopped vehicles may occur during the green signal phase, and one or 
more of the following vehicles, if not turning, may try to make a lane 
change in the same manner as in the case of the left turn. Still another 
case may occur where right-turning is allowed during the red signal 
phase. The first vehicle in the outside lane may turn right after ac-
cepting a gap from the cross-street traffic stream. 
When the signal changes to green, there is usually a short start-
ing delay before the first vehicle in a queue begins to move into the 
intersection proper. This delay is the perception and reaction time 
required for the driver of the first vehicle. Succeeding vehicles will 
follow with progressively smaller headway until some relatively constant 
value is reached for the last few vehicles in the queue. 
CHAPTER II 
VEHICLE BEHAVIOR ASSOCIATED WITH 
SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS 
It is obvious that the delay is a most important factor in the 
determination of intersection efficiency, and thus its causes and 
characteristics should be studied. Previous studies have indicated that 
the delay deals primarily with vehicle behavior responding to the inter-
section control devices. To study the traffic simulation model, it is 
necessary to realize all of the statistics and characteristics of 
vehicles associated with the intersection control devices. 
Traffic Distribution 
Ther~ are many variables associated with a traffic system. These 
concern the characteristics of vehicles, roadway, and drivers. Most of 
them are of a statistical nature. Due to a lack of knowledge of the 
distributions and laws of interaction of traffic system components at 
the present time, the traffic engineer usually fits the distributions 
to observations of the overall system. The variables usually observed 
are: flow (rate), inter-arrival times, and speeds. If given the dis-
tribution of one variable, it is sometimes possible (when the relation-
ships between variables are known to some extent) to determine the 
distribution of another through simulation (31). 
10 
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Greenshields et al. (5) have shown that the vehicle arrivals, with 
low to moderate flow and with a sufficient number of lanes so that 
vehicles can pass at will, generally follow the Poisson distribution. 
Thus, inter-arrival times fqllow the exponential distribution (as shown 
in Figure 2). This distribution of arrival times has been extensively 
employed in many theories concerning vehicular traffic, following 
Greenshields. 
The Poisson theory is based on 'the random placement of discrete 
points on a line. A vehicle, however, occupies a finite length of road-
way. Thus, the actual characteristics and behavior of vehicles vary 
considerably from the theoretical at higher traffic volumes. At capa-
city, arrivals may approach a uniform spacing and the theory is not 
suitab 1 e. 
The exponential distribution is continuous as is the physical 
phenomenon it represents. If vehicles are constrained so that they can-
not pass, there will be some minimum nonzero gaps (headways) which can 
exist between successive vehicles. Gerlough (32) has proposed the 
shifted exponential distri.bution (as shown in Figure 3). The idea of 
this distribution is to translate a small distance, ,, away from the 
origin along the time axis. 
At high traffic volumes, vehicles are not free to select their own 
positions in the roadways. The distribution existing under this con-
straint is called platoon behavior. Platoon behavior also occurs at an 
intersection within a network of a sequence of intersections. Vehicle 
arrivals are no longer random, but are dependent on the departure pattern 
from the adjacent intersection. It is observed in practice (33) that 
vehicles leave a signalized intersection in the form of platoons which 
---~I 
0 ..... 
P ( g ~t) = 1- e -t/ii 
for h : I 
Time, t 
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Figure 2. Exponential Distribution of Gaps 
(Inter-Arrival Times, Where h 
is the Mean of the Gaps) (32) 
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spread out as the vehicles travel toward the neighboring intersection. 
Work by Damson and Chimini (34) in fitting the hyperlang probabil-
ity distribution (a linear combination of the translated [shifted] 
exponential and the translated erlang distributions) to intervehicular 
headway, indicates a minimum headway, T, of 0.75 seconds for uncon-
strained vehicles. For the constrained vehicles, this parameter varies 
down to 0.55 seconds, which is indicative of an intervehicular spacing 
of only 7 or 8 feet. This value is the absolute minimum spacing that 
can occur in the traffic stream. 
Schuhl (35) pointed out that a'traffic stream may be regarded as 
a mixture of free-moving and constrained vehicles, each of which conforms 
to a Poisson-like behavior. Free-moving vehicles can be represented by 
an exponential through the origin; constrained vehicles, by a shifted 
exponential. The composite exponential (32) is the sum of these two 
exponentials (as shown in Figure 4 (a)). This exponential has compared 
favorably with data from field observations (Figure 4(b)). 
Car-Following Behavior 
In the absence of other interfering vehicles, a driver will attempt 
to keep the speed of his vehicle fairly constant at his desired speed 
in order to minimize trip duration and maximize safety. When following 
other vehicles whose speed is within the range of his speed, the driver 
introduces a new consideration, the intervehicular spacing, the magni-
tude of which depends on his speed. According to the general rule, the 
safe spacing is the length of a vehicle (about 15 feet) for every 10 
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The car-following theory developed by Herman et al. (8, 9) is based 
on the role and interaction of the three components of the traffic 
stream: road topology (number of lanes, nature of intersection, signals, 
warning signs, etc.), vehicle char~cteristics (speed, acceleration and 
deceleration, vehicle signaling, vision, etc.), and driver behavior 
(range of perception, lags between perception and response, etc.). 
Since the full spectrum of behavior at an intersection involves a 
tracking or following process, the car-following theory may be used to 
describe certain patterns of intersection performance. This relationship 
was applied directly to the problem of processing vehicles in a simula-
tion model developed by Davies et al. (11). The car-following theory, 
as simplified for use in Davies' model, may be expressed in the general 
form: 
response = sensitivity x stimulus. 




[ t - t At+T = ao X' X J 
t t 
( 2. 1) 
At+T =acceleration of the follower initiated at time (t + T); 
T = time lag of the driver-vehicle system; 
vt' vt = velocities of the leader and follower, initiated at time t; 
xt, xt = positions of the leader and follower initiated at time t; 
a = characteristic speed. 
0 
Drew (10) has developed Equation (2.1) and expressed it in the 
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(2.2) 
From his analysis Drew suggested various values of m; for general cases 
where m = 1, Equation (2.2) converts back to Equation (2.1), which indi-
cated that a0 = Urn, the optimum car speed. If m = 2, then a0 = Uf/kj, 
where Uf is the free speed and kj is the jam concentration (speed is 
down to zero in the latter case. 
The behavior of the leading vehicle of a queue being discharged 
from a signal differs from·that of a follower. This case was described 
by Davies et al. (11) as free behavior and may be expressed as: 
where 
A! K[TV I - vI ] t+T = t 
At+T = acceleration of vehicle initiated at timet + T; 
K = proportionality coefficient; 
TV 1 = target velocity of vehicle; 
Vt = velocity of vehicle at time t. 
Derivation of the Spacing Equation 
(2.3) 
In his simulation model Lewis (4) considered the above discussion 
as concerned with the capacity or near-capacity situation. He believed 
that to get relatively realistic results, as far as the traffic simula-
tion is concerned, a car-following model should also be applicable for 
a wide range of traffic volumes including those that are well below a 
capacity situation. His derivation of this relationship is based on 
the premise that vehicles do not collide and are operated in a safe 
manner. He then developed the equations to calculate space limitations 
or margin for safety. 
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The spacing, including the vehicle length and a clear space (be-
tween successive vehicles) of vehicles stopped in a queue averages about 
22 to 25 feet (12, 13). When vehicles are moving at the same speed the 
spacing is greater to ensure safety, and may be expressed as (4): 
where 
S > P + l.09V 
S = minimum desired spacing in feet, measured from front to 
front of adjacent vehicles; 
P - minimum stopped vehicle spacing; 
V = velocity in ft/sec. 
(2.4) 
This equation includes the product of brake reaction time and 
velocity, plus a few feet for safety clearance. It is substantiated by 
the practical consideration of braking behavior and is approximated by: 
s > p + v (2.5) 
In general traffic flow, vehi.cles will not be likely to travel at 
the same speed. If the following vehicle is traveling at a higher speed 
than the lead vehicle, then the former has to reduce its speed to provide 
minimum spacing. The relationship, analyzed by Lewis (4), is shown 
diagrammatically in Figure 5. 
If the lead vehicle maintains a constant speed throughout the 
maneuver, (Vl = V2), then: 
S 1 = p + Vl + ~ D ( V 1 - V 1) 2 
where 
sl = minimum spacing; 
v· = velocity of lead vehicle; 1 
vl = velocity of following vehicle; 





v > V,' > v.' I I 2 
Figure 5. Factors Involved in the Spacing Relationship (4) 
If the situation occurs that the lead vehicle decelerates to stop 
(V2 = 0), then the relation is: 
(2. 7) 
Starting Headways for Vehicles in a Stopped Queue 
This is a short delay between the onset of a green signal phase 
and the actual movement of a vehicle into an intersection, involving 
both perception and response. The delay time from the beginning of 
green phase until the first vehicle in a queue moves into the intersec-
tion (rear wheels beyond cross-street curb line) may be assigned the 
term "starting headway." The study of Greenshields et al. (5), which is 
still considered applicable by Pignataro (19), showed that the average 
starting headway is 3.8 seconds. The average headway between successive 













TIME INTERVALS BETWEEN VEHICLES ENTERING A 
SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION (5) 
Interval Between Entrance Time 
Vehicles (sec) (sec) 
3.8 




2 .1 16.3 
2. 1 18.4 
2. 1 20.5 
2. 1 22.6 
2.1 24.7 
Bartle et al. (20) studied the starting delay of.vehicles at 13 
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signalized intersections. They observed that mean starting delays range 
from 2.91 seconds to 4.40 seconds with an average of 3.83 seconds. They 
considered the remaining vehicles in the ~ueue as a single platoon. The 
average time spacing, dividing the time for platoon movement by one less 
than the number of vehicles entering during that time, ranged from 0.95 
to 1.63 seconds. 
Capelle and Pinnell (21) studied the headways for queues entering 
signalized intersections at diamond interchanges. They found that the 
headways decrease rapidly for the first two vehicles in 1 i ne with a 
lesser decrease for each succeeding vehicle. They then concluded that 
instead of using the ordinarily accepted general definition, starting 
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delay of a line of stopped vehicles can best be attributed to the reac-
tion time and starting performance of the first two vehicles in line 
(as illustrated in Figure 6). Their observations yield a starting delay 
(forth~ first two vehicles) of 5.9 seconds and an average headway of 
2.2 seconds. 
Berry and Gandhi (17) studied the headways of compact platoon 
vehicles during peak hours. Their observation indicated significantly 
decreased values for both starting delay and headway during peak hours. 
The field data showed that starting delay ranges from 2.37 to 2.76 
seconds and headway of the platoon ranges from 1.07 to 1.31 seconds. 
Analysis also indicated that the adverse weather significantly increased 
headways. 
Consideration of the Yellow Phase 
of a Traffic Signal 
When the vehicle is approaching the signalized intersection, in 
some cases the driver may have difficulty in making a decision. If 
the green phase is displayed; he will proceed at about the same speed; 
if it is red, then he will have to decelerate and prepare to stop. How-
ever, if the signal indication is turning yellow, then he must decide 
whether to continue through the intersection or to stop. Gazis, Herman 
and Maradudin {18) described this zone on an approach to the intersec-
tion as a 11 dilemma zone.11 It is the zone in which the driver either has 
to speed up to clear the intersection on the yellow phase or decelerate 
at an uncomfortable rate to stop at the stop line. Field observation 
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0 - 40' 18 1 ).6% 0.056 
50 - 80' 17 5 29.4 0.294 
90 - 120' 21 17 80.9 0.809 
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decision depends on the distance between his car and the intersection 
proper when the yellow phase starts. 
During peak hours, Berry and Gandhi (17) observed that about half 
of the yellow phase length is utilized by traffic. They termed this 
portion of the yellow phase as the 11 effective yellow. 11 
Acceleration and Deceleration Characteristics 
The laws of·motion can be applied to evaluate the relationship of 
vehicular operating characteristics including speeds, spacings, accel-
eration, deceleration, and stopping distances (3). For the vehicles 
moving straight,the formula of straight line motion is applied as 
fallows: 
where 
Uniform motion, velocity constant: 
S = Vt 
Uniform accelerated motion: 
V = V + at 
0 
S = V t + l ai 
0 2 
v = v + v'2"a'S 
0 
V0 = initial velocity, ft/sec; 
V = final velocity, ft/sec; 
S = distance in feet; 
t = time in seconds; 





A uniform rate of speed change is generally assumed under free 
flowing conditions. Although observed rates of acceleration are not 
. ,:· .. 
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quite uniform, the uniform case was used in Lewis' simulation model (4) 
and was considered to supply an adequate approximation of the real case., 
Greenshields (5) classified the different forms of speed change 
from his study of intersection performance. Lewis (4, p. 12) has sim-
plified and summarized this study as follows.: 
1. A chronotropic acceleration is one where delay is 
independent of the time lost in speed change, such as a 
vehicle stopping for a red signal. Regardless of the time 
lost in stopping, the vehicle is still delayed until the 
signal turns green. 
2. Functional speed change occurs when the loss of 
time is dependent on the rate of speed change, such as a bus 
stopping to discharge passengers. 
Lewis (4) assumed an acceleration rate of 3 ft/sec2, while an average 
velocity of 30 miles per hour or 44 ft/sec was selected in his simula-
tion model. This value is functional and used for the free-flow 
acceleration. When vehicles are under the pressure of traffic flows, 
higher rates of acceleration are used. For the case of vehicles 
accelerating from a stopped or near-stopped condition at stop signs or 
signals, and also the case of left turn maneuvers, these vehicles must 
accelerate rapidly to take advantage of available gaps in the traffic 
stream. For these cases accelerations of 6, 5 and 4 ft/sec2 were 
assumed for the first three queued vehicles, respectively. The free-
flow acceleration of 3 ft/sec2 was applied thereafter. 
One study of vehi.cle acceleration (60) indicated that maximum 
accelerations up to 14.67 ft/sec2 (10.0 mi/hr/sec) were obtained from 
the field. It is believed that about 10 ft/sec2 is the limiting value 
for comfort if maintained for any length of time, and that at least 
one-half second should be used to change from zero acceleration to 
10 ft/sec2 (6). 
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For vehicles decelerating to a stop, previous studies have showh 
that the maximum deceleration rate of vehicles varies from 20.2 to 28.9 
ft/sec2 (3). These figures are much higher than any observed under 
ordinary conditions and those used in most simulation models. 
The deceleration rates should not be determined by .the vehicle 
itself, but by passenger reaction. Deceleration rates greater than those 
now practically applied are very probably not desirable because of human 
limitations and response. The limitation is the length of time required 
by an individual to adjust himself to externally applied forces. The 
National Safety Council has adopted a deceleration rate of 17 ft/sec2 
as the maximum for comfort (7). It is found that practical values of 
deceleration used in every day traffic conditions range from 4.84 to 
7.77 ft/sec2 (60). Wilson•s studies (6) showed an average deceleration 
rate of passenger vehicles with relatively unimpaired comfort for their 
passengers to be 8.55 ft/sec2. Additional values of deceleration rates 
cited by Baerwald (3, p. 26-27) are: 
1. 11 ft/sec2--considered undesirable but not alarming to 
passengers. 
2. 14 ft/sec 2--packages may slide off the seat, and the occupants 
of the vehicles find this rate uncomfortable. 
3. above 2 
20 ft/sec --the occupants must brace themselves firmly to 
avoid being thrown off the seat, will be used 
only in emergency situations. 
Stopping Performance 
There are two types of stops that occur at the intersection, stop-
pint first in line at the intersection and stopping behind another 
stopped vehicle. It is accepted in practice that the use of a constant 
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deceleration stopping model is realistic. When they have the choice, 
drivers tend to decelerate at an approximately constant rate throughout· 
the duration of their stops (11). Based on the ~otion equations with 
uniform deceleration, Equation (2.11) can be expressed for,each time 
increment as ( 4): 
where 
V~ = 2D(X - ZD) 
vt = velocity at timet; 
D = deceleration rate; 
X = the distance between the vehicle at time t - 1 and the 
stopping point; 
ZD = the distance traveled during one time increment. 
(2.12) 
Equation (2.12) has been further analyzed by Lewis (4) to obtain 
the stopping restriction related to the velocity of vehicle at time t-1, 




Vt-l =velocity at time t-1. 
Turning Performance 
Vehicles that desire to turn left or right at an intersection at 
some point must abandon free-flow operating and accept the turning 
schedule. They should not be op~rate.d in excess of a maximum safe speed 
during the turn. Maximum turning velocity is related to turning radius 
and side friction by the equation: 
where 
Vmax = maximum turning velocity, ft/sec; 
f = coefficient of friction; 
r = turning radius; 
g = acceleration of gravity. 
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(2.14) 
During this maneuver it is assumed that a free-flowing vehicle 
will decelerate uniformly up to a point during the turn which is called 
11 turn point 11 (4). Once past the turn point the vehicle is free to ac-
celerate normally. Vehicles having a high initial speed start deceler-
ating at some point prior to turning and start to accelerate at some 
point during the turn, while the vehicles with low speed may accelerate 
throughout the entire turning maneuver. 
It has been observed from previous field observations (14, 15, 16) 
that the maximum velocity at the turning point is about 15 ft/sec. 
Since turning speeds depend on the turning radius, there is a tendency 
to use a slowerturning speed for right turns than for left turns due to 
the shorter turning radius available. In the case of lack of interfer-
ence for right turns, the opposite may occasionally be true. 
Gap Acceptance for.Left Turn Maneuver 
When approaching a signalized intersection without a separate 
left-turn phase, the left-turning dri.ver has to evaluate the gap sizes 
in the opposing traffic stream and select an opening that is large 
enough to cross -through safely. Acceptance of a gap suitable for 
attempting the left-turn maneuver depends on the characteristics of 
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driver, intersection, and traffic situation (22), so that accepted gaps 
will not be the same size. 
The waiting driver considers each gap, h, in the opposing traffic 
stream. He wi 11 either cross (accepts the gap if h > ') or wait 
(rejects the gap if h <c). The value of,, the critical gap, was 
assumed to be a single constant value by early theorists (23). 
Kaiser (24), from a study at an unsignalized intersection, found 
that the smallest gap accepted was 3.75 seconds and the largest gap re-
jected was 4.75 seconds. Noblitt (25) showed that acceptable gaps for 
left-turn truck combinations were 1.4 to 1.8 times as large as the 
required gap for passenger cars, and 1.2 to 1.5 times as large as the 
required gap for single-unit trucks. Kell (26) summarized the data 
from 500 field observations on two-land two-way streets. His left-turn 
gap acceptance distribution is shown in Table III. 
Gap Size 








TABLE II I 
GAP ACCEPTANCES BY LEFT-TURN VEHICLES, TWO-LANE, 
TWO-WAY STREETS AFTER KELL (26) 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Percent Accepting Gap Size Percent Accepting 
0 < 5.0 sec 94.7 
1.4 < 5.5 96.4 
10.2 < 6.0 97.9 
18.3 < 6.5 98.2 
31.3 < 7.0 98.5 
50.0 < 7.5 99.3 
64.6 < 8.0 99.4 
85.3 > 8.0 100.0 
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Solberg and Oppenlander (27) studied the lag and gap acceptances 
for drivers entering and crossing a major roadway from a stopped posi-
tion. They observed that the overall median acceptance time for left-
turn movements was 7.82 seconds. The distribution of this study is 
illustrated in Figure 7. 
At signalized intersections, the left-turn critical gaps, as shown 
by Behnam (22), are depicted in Figure 8. The point of intersection of 
the two curves in this picture represents the average critical gap, 
which is 4.5 seconds. 
The speed of vehicles is an important factor in considering the 
gaps to be acceptable for a driver. In all cases, the driver of a 
stopped vehicle will require a larger size of gap than the driver of a 
moving vehicle. Figure 9 (23) illustrates the results of data gathered 
by Texas Transportation Institute on several Texas freeways to analyze 
gap acceptances for moving and stopped vehicles merging at the freeway 
entrance ramp. 
Weiss and Maradudin (28) developed a method of treating gap accept-
ance delay which accounts for driver impatience. They believed that the 
size of acceptable gap is reduced as delay increases. Instead of a con-
stant size of acceptable gap, T, originally desired by the drivers, they 
wi 11 probably accept a shorter gap. The probability of a driver accept-
ing a gap of size H after the ith vehicle has passed is Fi(H), or 
F0 (H) ~ F1(H) ~ ... ~ Fi(H). 
Wagner (29) studied the gaps and lags that were accepted by the 
driver of a side-street vehicle stopped at the stop sign, waiting to 




















Figure 7. Distribution of Accepted and 
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for right-turn, straight., and left-turn vehicles, as shown in Figure 10. 
This analysis indicated no significantly different results among these 
maneuvers. 
Dart (30) collected his field data about various types of gap 
acceptances, as shown in Figure 11, on four-lane approach signalized 
intersections. He indicated the relationships as shown in Figure 12. 
This research also indicated that there is the probability of 0.145 or 
14.5% that the first vehicles of the left turn channelization queue will 
make the turn before the opposing traffic enters the intersection when 
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Figure 12. Probability of Left-Turn Vehicle Accepting 
Gap From Stopped Position at Signalized 
Four-Way Intersections (30) 
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. CHAPTER III 
INTERSECTION FIELD STUDIES 
Objectives of the Studies 
The prime purpose of this simulation program is to represent the 
real traffic condition for any street intersection having one or two 
lane approaches at right angles to each other. Although the computer 
program may be operated with artificial input traffic data, actual 
field data, if available, is more authentic and leads to more realistic 
results. Previous field observation studies have indicated that it is 
not unusual to find that the data from field observations may be far 
different than the theoretical traffic distributions appearing in the 
traffic literature. In any simulation model, the first thing one must 
do to get correct and accurate results is to supply the right input 
data. It is therefore important for this model that all traffic 
characteristics of the intersection under consideration agree with the 
actual conditions there. In addition to the data collected for input 
of the program, field observations also supply statistical data such as 
queue length and delay time distributions, used to check output results. 
Most former researchers who have employed traffic intersection 
simulation (38, 42, 46) have obtained the vehicle delay as their prin-
cipal 11 figure-of-merit. 11 Only two have actually compared simulation 
output with actual field studies. Lewis (4) observed data from actual 
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intersections and tried to compare his simulation results with the 
actual field delays, but found that it was impossible to correlate con-
ditions. Dart (1) measured delays in field studies at several intersec-
tions in Texas. These delays were then compared with delays obtained 
from simulation studies. He reported that correlation was obtained in 
roughly one-half of the intersections. 
Field observations yield the 'following data: 
1. Beginning of the green signal phase. 
2. Length of the cycle. 
3. Time each vehicle enters the system. 
4. Type of vehicle: passenger car, single unit truck, etc. 
5. Speed of those vehicles, passing through the intersection with-
out delay. 
6. Whether the vehicle was stopped by the signal. 
7. Starting delay after the start of green signal phase, and head-
way of the following vehicles. 
8. Number of stopped vehicles in the queue for each signal cycle. 
9. Percent of turning vehicles. 
10. Total time each vehicle appears in the system: including the 
stopped delay, delays during acceleration and deceleration, and the 
traveling time. 
11. Total vehicles in each lane during period being studied. 
Study Method Selection 
Based on experience from field studies, Dart (l) believed that the 
most satisfactory and economical study procedure, from both field study 
and data analysis time standpoints, was the time-lapse photography 
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technique. Cribbins and associates (59), who conducted urban traffic 
control studies in North Carolina, also found that time-lapse equipment 
provided the ability to record on film a very precise, quantitative 
account of specific traffic variables, such as speed, volume, density, 
headway, merging, and weaving. With limited amount of funds and time 
for the research, the time-lapse photography technique is considered 
the most suitable to collect all necessary data. Most of the field 
data therefore were collected via this procedure. 
In addition to the above method, stop watches also can be used to 
get data from which more precise and accurate results are needed, such 
as starting delay and traveling time across the intersection proper. 
While the time-lapse photography method with frames exposed at 1 second 
intervals provides an accuracy of ~0.5 second, a stop watch, on the 
other hand, can be read to 0.01 second. 
Equipment and Time-Lapse Procedure 
A Nizo S-80 Schneider Verigon time-lapse camera was used to collect 
most data. This camera uses Super-B film cartridges and is powered by 
six 1.5 volt batteries. The camera can take automatically exposed pic-
tures at rates of one frame per minute to 54 frames per second. The 
appearance of the camera is illustrated in Figure 13 (a). 
The time-lapse controller dial that is used for setting the filming 
rate is not accurately calibrated from the factory, so it is left to the 
operator to check with a stop watch prior to the operation. This is a 
disadvantage of using the camera in this research. Since it is very 
difficult to set the film rate exactly as desired, calibration required 
(a) Nizo 580 Camera 
(b) Kodak Stop-Action Projector 
Figure 13. Time-Lapse Photography 
Equipment 
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extra time for summarizing the data. Once the framing rate is set, 
filming will continue without variation. 
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Kodak Kodachrome II film in Super-8 cartridges was used in all 
filming. Color film enables the viewers to more readily identify the 
phase and cycle changes of traffic signals and to recognize the moving 
vehicles more easily. 
Data from the color films were projected manually by means of a 
Kodak Ektagraphic MFS-8 projector, as illustrated in Figure 13 (b). 
This projector can be operated at various speeds or in the still mode 
for a single frame analysis. The latter is the one used in this re-
search. The projector lamp, with average life of 12 hours, is air cooled 
and film can be viewed indefinitely in the still mode without burning. 
During the filming process, the camera was set up on a tower of a 
church within 500 feet of the intersection being studied. The single 
frame button oh the camera was set at about l second intervals. A clock 
was included in the field of view to establish time of the day and pro-
vide a check on the frame interval obtained. 
This technique provides time measurements to an accuracy of +0.5 
second after calibration. One advantage of the method is that the 
traffic data from the intersection is permanently available and complete 
analysis of a situation can be obtained by running and rerunning the 
film through a projector. 
Use of Stop-Watches 
While observing the field data by means of stop-watches, three 
observers in a parked car at a corner of the intersection near the traf-
fic lane being studied were used to observe data from individual 
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vehicles. Each observer simultaneously studied different vehicles for 
the same variable, such as the starting delay of the first vehicles in 
queue, etc. When the signal phase turned green, a stop-watch was 
started counting and was stopped when the rear wheel of the first vehicle 
in that queue crossed the stop line and entered the intersection proper. 
The time recorded was the starting delay. Similarly, the headway of the 
following vehicles, according to their positions in the queue, was con-
sidered as the interval of time between successive vehicle crossings of 
the stop line. 
The stop lines on each lane of the pavement are also used as refer-
ence points in observing the traveling time across the intersection for 
through, right-turn, and left-turn vehicles. Despite the different 
lengths of vehicles, the position of the rear wheels was always used to 
represent the position of that vehicle. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF FIELD STUDIES 
The intersection at W. Sixth Avenue and S. Duck Street in 
Stillwater, Oklahoma was the selected site for field observations. This 
intersection is a typical one, similar to that shown in Figure 1, with 
two lanes in each approach and additional left-turn lanes. The field 
data were observed between 4:30p.m. and 5:30p.m. in April, 1975. There 
is a small percentage of trucks that may increase the delay during this 
period and were ignored in this study. It was also observed that there 
is no pedestrian interruption affecting the right-turn vehicles. 
The approximate width of each approaching lane is about 11 feet, 
while the length of the separate left-turn lane is about 100 feet. 
Parking is prohibited on all approaches. The stop-lines for vehicles 
are about 5 feet back from the pedestrian crosswalk, but the obscure 
markings tended to lead first vehicles in the queues to stop at the 
crosswalk lines. 
Because of limited observation sites for taking the time-lapse 
movies, traffic in each direction was taken on different days. The 
sites for the camera setting were two church towers about 300 feet away 
from the intersection. The reference lines, for the entry of the 
vehicles, were set at different distances from the intersection to best 
fit the capability of the camera angle. Since there is more traffic on 




stop lines on each approach. They are 100 feet and 175 feet on S. Duck 
Street for southbound and northbound traffic, respectively. 
The fixed-cycle traffic control system has traffic-actuated left 
turn phases. Alternative cycle lengths are 60 and 80 seconds, with 
equal time for each street. There is a separate left-turn phase after 
the through traffic signal, but it is automatically omitted if there is 
no vehicle on left-turn lane by the time the left-turn phase should 
turn green. 
Starting Delay and Headways 
According to the summarized data in Appendix A, the average start-
ing delay of the first vehicles in a queue is observed to be 3.26 
seconds for the straight-through vehicles, and 3.58 seconds for the 
left-turn vehicles. These figures are assumed to be applicable to all 
approaches since their geometries are identical. 
The headways of the following vehicles are listed: 


















As compared to the critical headway of 1 second, the above figures 
show that the drivers here are not in a hurry, probably because there 
are not too many vehicles in queues. The headways are decreased succes-
sively because of increasing speed, and believed to be constant after 
the 5th vehicle. Decreasing headway in left-turn lane is sharper be-
cause of the short time phase of signal for these vehicles. 
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Traveling Time Across the Intersection 
One purpose of the study is to observe the actual time required 
for the vehicles to pass the 55-60 feet width of the intersection 
proper. The details of results from each approach are shown in Appendix 
B, from which the average values are shown in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
AVERAGE TRAVELING TIME FOR VEHICLES TO 
CROSS THE INTERSECTION PROPER . 
Position of Vehicles in Queue 
Types of Non-
Vehicles Stop lst 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
Right-turn l. 70 1.92 1.98 l. 32 1.65 1.25 
Through 2' 13 2,80 3.21 2.99 2.86 3.03 
Left-turn 2.80 2. 80 3.05 3.19 3.05 
It is apparent from Table IV that there is not much difference for 
right-turn vehicles in any position in the queue since they have to 
slow down before making the turn, as is also the case for left-turn 
vehicles. After starting delay of about 3.26 seconds, the first 
straight-through vehicle in the queue can pass the intersection more 
quickly than the following cars because there are not any obstacles in 
sight. The driver can accelerate his vehicle at will up to the desired 
speed, while the speeds of the following vehicles are constrained by 
preceding ones, and may have to decrease speed if the preceding car 
makes a right turn. 
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The non-stop vehicle is one that arrives at the intersection during 
a green signal phase and can go on without stop. 
Turning Traffic 
Table V summarizes results of field observations of turning traffic 
in each approaching lane. There are high percentages of turning vehi-
cles in most approaching lanes. 
TABLE V 
PERCENTAGE OF TURNING VEHICLES 
Direction Total Right-Turn Left-Turn 
of Traffic Lanes Vehicles Vehicles Vehicles Percentage 
Southbound 
outside 175 65 37.1 
inside 321 119 37.1 
Westbound 
outside 330 121 36.7 
inside 275 28 10.2 
Northbound 
outside 234 28 12.0 
inside 334 133 39.8 
Eastbound 
outside 443 116 26.2 
inside 413 124 30.0 
Traveling Time of Vehicles From Reference 
Lines Until Leaving the System 
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The traveling time of each individual vehicle, starting when it 
passes the reference line until it moves past the intersection proper, 
was observed by analyzing the recorded movies frame by frame. These 
results are calculated separately for vehicles moving through, making 
a left turn, or making a right turn. The purpose is to provide field 
data to compare with the results of the computer simulation program. 
Differences in traveling time are affected by the characteristics of 
the vehicles, starting delay, stopping delay, and also the position of 
vehicle in the stopped queue when the signal phase turns green (Appendix 
D). 
Vehicle Arrival Time* 
Arrival time at the reference line for each individual vehicle is 
recorded by using the single frame movie photographic method of about 
1 second per frame. The distributions of the arrival time fit very 
well with the shifted exponential distribution. This agrees with previ-
ous work (2) using this method, with the physical length of cars and 
minimum following distance by drivers being considered. 
As previously mentioned, many traffic engineers in the past have 
concluded that general traffic flow patterns are likely to follow some 
type of Poisson distribution which may be generally expressed as: 




x -m m e = --.--
x! 
m = mean of observed data; 
x = number of successes; 
P(x) =the probability of exactly x successes. 
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( 4. 1) 
Since the arrival rate of vehicles deals with counting distributions 
for discrete events (arrivals of vehicles) within a given time interval, 
the distribution of gaps (time spacing) between vehicles is a continuous 
variable and is treated by means of interval distributions. Of possible 
distributions, the best known is the (negative) exponential distribution 





m = 3600 
V = hourly volume; 
t = length of each observation in seconds. 
P(x) 
Vt 
X ---= ( ..J!.:L_) e 3600 
3600 
Vt 
P(o) = e- 3600 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
If there are no vehicles in a particular interval of length t, then 
there will be a gap of at least t seconds between the last previous 
vehicle and the next vehicle. This means that P(o) is also the probabi-




P(g ~ t) = e- 3600 
Vt 
m = 3600 
is the mean of the arrival (counting) probability distribution. 
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(4.4) 
It may be seen, from this relationship, that the number of gaps 
greater than any given value will be distributed according to an expo-
nential curve. 
then 
Now, if we set 
t 
m = T 
T = the mean of the interval (gap) probability distribution. 
(4.5) 
Thus, the probability of a gap equal to or greater than t may be written: 
P(g ~ t) = e-t/T (4.6) 
or in reverse probability as: 
P(g < t) = 1 - e-t/T ( 4. 7) 
If we include gaps of size smaller than some value, say ,, this situa-
tion can be represented by shifting the exponential distribution by an 
amount of '· The equation now becomes 
P(g < t) = 1 - e-(t-<)/(T-<) (4.8) 
The minimum arrival time observed in the field is about 1 second, 
and thus T = 1 is used in the above equation to evaluate the interval 




The speeds of the free flowing vehicles, without any interruptions 
while moving in the system, were observed by playing and replaying the 
individual frames of the time-lapse movie. The total time of each 
vehicle, as determined by the number of frames in which it appears in 
the movie, divided by the distance, results in vehicle speed. Cumula-
tive speed distribution for each approaching lane is shown in Appendix 
E. Most of the distributions, except the observed speeds of the south-
bound vehicles, have a median value between 32.5 and 40 ft/sec and have 
distribution shapes similar to that used in Dart's model (1). The 
southbound vehicles showed considerably slower speed with the median 
of about 25 ft/sec, while the design speed for all approaches is 41 ft/ 
sec (28 mi/hr). There is no obvious reason to explain slower speed in 
this direction. 
CHAPTER.V 
THE SIMULATION MODEL 
The purpose of the traffic simulation model is to produce realistic 
results economically. The movement of traffic ·in and near a signalized 
intersection is a very complex operation, which tends to be oversimpli-
fied if this operation is represented mathematically. The use of 
simulation techniques, however, permits the analyst to build any degree 
of realism that he wishes into the intersection model. However, in 
developing a simulation model, it is unwise to build a perfect represen-
tation of the real intersection. Not only is such perfection difficult 
and time-consuming to obtain but the resulting model will likely be 
very inefficient (4). Therefore, a simulation model should be employed 
which will adequately represent the most important operating character-
istics and ignore the unusual or insignificant eventso 
Since the primary objective of this research is to study the delays 
caused by traffic congestion and signalization, the simulation model will 
not represent realistically those characteristics of vehicles and drivers 
which do not significantly affect the delays. GPSS language is chosen 
because, in the writer•s opinion, its program statements are powerful. 
In other words, one statement in GPSS can represent many things at the 
same time. Furthermore, this language provides some built-in statistical 
parameters which adequately fit the traffic data requirement. It 
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therefore results in simpler and more efficient programs in terms of 
computer time to real time ratio. 
Mode of Representation 
There are certain specific block types in GPSS language that are 
analogous to the pattern of traffic flow in the roadway. The general 
representations can be briefly described as follows: 
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The 11 generate 11 blocks are used to represent the arrival of vehicles 
at the entrance to the system. Vehicles are 11 Created 11 and sent into the 
system at the precalculated intervals. Many 11 function 11 blocks are used 
to meter the vehicle arrivals, usually in the form of statistical 
distributions. 
Each vehicle is represented by a 11 transaction 11 created from the 
generate blocks. Once leaving the generate block, a transaction will 
be assigned its own behavior, such as speed, turning maneuver, marked 
time when entering the system, etc. This transaction will try to move 
as far as possible without violating physical constraints, similar to 
a real vehicle on the roadway, until it passes through the intersection 
and leaves the system. Along each approaching lane to the intersection, 
a transaction may be interrupted by preceding slower transaction, by the 
traffic signal, represented by 11 logic 11 blocks, and by the queue of stop-
ped transaction which are represented by a 11 User chain. 11 The traveling 
times of vehicles having assigned speeds, acceleration and deceleration, 
turning speeds, etc., are supplied by 11 Variable 11 blocks according to the 
immediate condition a vehicle is dealing with. These traveling times 
are controlled by the use of 11 advance 11 blocks. 11 Group 11 blocks are used 
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along with the user chains to determine the queue length in each cycle 
of the signal. 
By this means, each transaction in the model will act analogously 
to the average driver-operated vehicle. It may be noted that in actu-
ality, not all drivers are average, but will make driving decisions 
based on many individual characteristics and state of mind. However, 
the computer transactions always act in an identical manner. 
The Basic Form of the Model 
The simulation model used in this research represents the traffic 
operation at a single signalized intersection. The model admits one or 
two approach lanes,plus one additional left-turn lane, where desired. 
The computer program is separated into two parts: the traffic control 
program and the traffic flow program. 
1. Traffic control program. This program simulates the traffic 
signal in all four directions. For easier handling and adjustment when 
signal complexity increases, each signal direction is separately repre-
sented. This permits the user to trace the signal simulation in one 
direction in the same way the drivers observe the signaL The control 
system can employ two-phase or three-phase signals, or may be adjusted 
to any type of signal that is possible to be installed at the studied 
,,, intersection. 
2. Traffic flow program. This program simulates the vehicular 
traffic from all approaching lanes (maximum of eight lanes). Traffic 
is represented for a distance back from each approach stop line. This 
distance is the length along the approach lane sufficient to permit an 
entering vehicle to stabilize its behavior before reaching any of the 
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critical points in the lane. In addition, this length is necessary to 
provide storage room when demand volumes increase and the queuing has 
been built up. This section of roadway may be called 11 Zone of influ-
ence,11 since vehicles in the zone are influenced by any intersection 
congestion. It is bounded by the 11 reference line 11 and the 11 Stop line 11 
(see Figure 14). 
A vehicle enters the system when it crosses the reference 1 i ne (or 
entrance), triggering the travel timer for this vehicle. If this vehicle 
is not in a platoon, affected by the previous signalized intersection, 
it may move at its desired constant speed. When there is a preceding 
slower vehicle, the following one must decelerate and join the platoon-
like stream. The arriving vehicle will slow down to join the line when 
there is a queue of vehicles waiting for the green signal. If there is 
no queue, the arriving vehicle will check the signal and will enter the 
intersection at the same speed during a green signal, or decelerate to 
stop at the stop line during the red phase of the signal, to be the first 
vehicle in the queue. If the vehicle is making a right turn it will 
check the acceptable gap for a right turn on red, or it may wait for the 
next green phase. Once a vehicle has entered the intersection and 
reached the second stop line, on the leaving lane, it is considered out 
of the system and no longer has any effect on other vehicles still in 
the system. 
Assigned Intersection System Geometry 
The principal geometries of the intersection system, where separate 
left-turn lanes are provided, are shown in Figure 14. Key points for 
(Reference Line) 
Stop Line 
Right Turn Exit 
Figure 14. An Intersection Module and Vehicle Paths 
Left Turn Exit 




approaching vehicles are located by the reference lines and stop lines. 
The system consists of the two elements: 
1. Intersection cells. The intersection is divided into a 11 Check-
erboard11 arrangement of cells of similar size, with the exception of 
separate left-turn lanes which are considered as special and extra 
cells. The boundaries of each of these cells are determined by the 
region formed by pairs of intersecting lanes in the intersection. In 
the special case where there is a separate left-turn lane, two addition-
al cells, for example c27 and c28 in Figure 14, are included and 
utilized by left-turn vehicles only. For other than left-turning vehi-
cles these two cells are considered as parts of cells in the inner lane: 
cells c14 and c15 . 
2. Lanes. Each approaching lane is assigned a different number to 
go with the symbol of the lane, Lll' L12 , etc., denoting the different 
lanes. For the case where only one lane exists in any direction, the 
inner lane is used and vehicles can make the right turn from this lane. 
Simulation of Signal Control 
Traffic in the system is controlled primarily by the settings of 
the signal control box dials. Usually, variation in signal set,tings 
include: 
Signal Cycle Length--total time for a single sequence of red, 
ye 11 ow and green 1 i ghts. 
Splits--percentage of signal cycle length for the red, yellow and 
green peri ads. 
Offsets--percentage of cycle length for initial synchronization of 
consecutive traffic signals to maintain an uhinterrupted flow. 
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In the simulator signal, control for each direction of traffic is 
accomplished by a signal control loop (as shown in Figure 15). An inde-
pendent program generates a signal 11 regulator 11 for each traffic phase 
in each direction. The regulators circulate in the signal control loop, 
turning the signals on and off at fixed or calculated intervals. Vehi-
cles arriving or waiting at the intersection must test a red signal 
associated with the phase; they cannot enter the cells until the signal 
has turned green. There is one exception: the right turn is permitted 
on red phase with an acceptable gap. Yellow signal time is included in 
the total green time. 
Simulation of Vehicles 
Inter-arrival times for vehicles entering the system are generated 
by a shifted exponential distribution (based on Poisson arrivals). The 
assumption of Poisson arrivals has been found to be reasonably repre-
sentative of actual traffic conditions when traffic is light and when 
the effect of a previous signal is negligible. In heavy traffic and/or 
where a prior signal is of considerable consequence (vehicles usually 
arrive in platoons at an almost uniform rate), observed arrival distri-
butions may be substituted for the assumed distribution. Different 
11 function 11 blocks were formed to represent the inter-arrival times for 
each lane of traffic. 
For realistic simulation of the traffic stream, traffic in each 
lane was programmed independently. Vehicles in different lanes have 
different paths and appear in different places in the program. This 
allows the standard statistical outputs to be examined and traced indi-
vidually for each lane. Characteristics of vehicles on inside lane and 
SKIP THE 
LEFT TURN PHASE 
ADD MORE GREEN TIME 
EQUAL TO THE TIME 





GREEN TIME END 
SET RED SIGNAl 
SET GREEN SIGNAL 
FOR OPPOSITE 
LEFT TURN 
WAIT UNTIL GREEN 
TIME OF LEFT TURN 
END 
SET RED SIGNAL 
WAIT UNTIL 
RED SIGNAL END 
Figure 15. Signal Control Loop (3 Phase Cycle) 
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outside lane were programmed a little differently, as shown by flow 
charts in Figures 16 and 17. The difference concerns the turning 
maneuver and checking for the left-turn lane. 
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Upon entering the network, a number of operating characteristics 
are assigned to individual vehicles in the system, velocity from 
observed distribution is assigned to the vehicle until the vehicle's 
free flow is inhibited by a preceding vehicle or signal light. If the 
vehicle overtakes a preceding one, it assumes the slower vehicle•s 
speed. Changing lanes near the intersection rarely occurs, except when 
blocked by a vehicle waiting for a left-turn opportunity. This will be 
ignored in the program. The decision of the driver to go straight 
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The principal purpose of the simulation model is to provide output 
consisting of mean queue lengths and mean traveling times for traffic 
from each approaching lane of the studied intersection, using any par-
ticular set of input data. It requires several sets of results for 
comparison and evaluation in order to determine the best possible choice 
of signal cycle phase lengths. The first run usually employs actual 
signal times currently in use at the intersection. The output thus 
shows the efficiency of present traffic situations and control signals. 
Succeeding sets of data, in the direction of possibly decreasing the 
mean traveling times and/or mean queue lengths, may be programmed to run 
separately or, by the use of reset procedures, may provide a series of 
solutions. 
The simulation model also tabulates data, for checking purposes, on 
the arrival time and speed distributions of traffic from each approach-
ing lane. Likewise, the accuracy of the program in representing turning 
data may be traced from the block statistics, supplied as the standard 
output for GPSS (as demonstrated in Appendix F). 
Typical Simulation Output 
All the computer outputs are in the form of statistical distribu-
tions which include the mean values and standard deviations, separately 
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determined for each lane of traffic. The results include the distribu-
tions of queue length, traveling time, speed, and arrival times of 
vehicles. Appendices G through L contain sample computer output sheets. 
Also included are examples of the built-in standard statistical output 
associated with clock and block entities as shown in Appendix F. These 
are useful fbr th~ purposes of tracing each step of the program and also 
checking certain parameters, such as the percentage of turning vehicles. 
Validation of Simulation Model 
In writing this computer program, the writer tried to formulate a 
model which would reflect all of the important traffic parameters of a 
signalized intersection, as well as take cognizance of those minor para-
meters which may not significantly affect the final results. Previous 
investigators using nominal input (e.g., 10 percent turning volume) for 
their models (1, 4), have found that their results were hardly compara-
ble to the field observations. This was because their models permitted 
only a few input data va 1 ues, and depended on assumptions to fi 11 in the 
remaining parameters. The intersection traffic was therefore not ade-
quately represented. The writer believes that any specific intersection 
will have unique conditions and characteristics of its own. The model 
used to evaluate a specific intersection should be able to represent 
these characteristics. 
For reality in evaluating the selected intersection, all character-
istics and statistics collected from the field were used as the input 
of the program. These values appeared in the INITIAL, VARIABLE, and 
FUNCTION cards in the first part of the source program. 
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Check of Random Distributions 
The first part of the checking procedure deals with the goodness 
and accuracy of random numbers generated by the GENERATE blocks in the 
model. Since these numbers are important to represent the correct 
statistical input, different sets of random numbers may have to be used 
for groups of data. 
Appendix C contains comparisons between computer generated and 
observed arrival-time distributions. Results show that the distributions 
from field observations, theoretical shifted-exponential distribution, 
and the values supplied by the model all agree very well. 
In Appendix E, the distributions of vehicle speeds, observed from 
the field, are compared with those generated in the model. Even though 
in most lanes the generated values in the model are somewhat higher than 
those observed, they may be considered as being in good agreement. 
Percentage of turning vehicles is the last test of the accuracy 
that the model GENERATE blocks can supply in accordance with a set of 
input data. Table VI shows the comparison of percentage of turning 
traffic between the observed values which are used as input data, and 
the values generated in the model. The greatest deviation is +4.8% for 
the southbound, right-turn traffic, while the smallest deviation is 
~0.4% for the westbound, right-turn traffic. The comparisons here also 
indicate reasonable agreement. 
Tests of Output Results 
The queue length and traveling time are the most important outputs 







COMPARISON OF TURNING VEHICLES BETWEEN FIELD 
DATA AND THE SIMULATED VALUES 
Percent Turning Vehicles 
Type of Turn Observed Simulated 
Right-turn 37 41.8 
Left-turn 37 35.0 
Right-turn 36 35.6 
Left-turn 10 9.0 
Right-turn 12 15.5 
Left-turn 40 37.6 
Right-turn 26 27.3 












observations under similar conditions. For the northbound traffic, the 
comparison was made for a signal cycle of 80 seconds, while other 
approaches were compared when the signal cycle was 60 seconds. 
Table VII gives the values of average queue length and also the 
standard deviation for each traffic approach. It is noted that, for 
each approach, the simulated queue length is a little smaller than that 
observed in the field. Because of light traffic at the selected inter-
section and the resulting short queues, the percentage differences are 
magnified while the absolute differences are very small. 
Like the queue lengths, the mean traveling times as shown in Table 
VIII generally indicated smaller simulation values than the observed 
values, the differences averaging 10 percent. Standard deviations were 
in somewhat closer agreement. This amount of difference between actual 
and simulated values is not unexpected when dealing with phenomena as 
variable as traffic. 
TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF MEAN QUEUE LENGTHS 
Direction Lanes rr.ean Queue Len~th Differences Standard Deviation Differences -
Observed Simulated Observed Simulated 
Outside 1. 8.4 ·1. 81 .:.Q.OJ l. 23 l. 29 . +0. 06 
Southr.oundl Inside 2.40 2.00 -0.40 1.24 l. 59 +0.35 
Left-tum 2.34 1.80 -0.54 1.43 1.45 +0.02 
Westbound1 
Outside 4. 37 3.41 -0.96 2.13 2.00 "-0.13 
Inside 2.72 2.44 -0.28 1.61 l. 38 ::::0.23 
Left-turn 0.46 0.40 -0.06 0.71 0.64 . :....o. 07 
Northbound2 
Ou.tside 2.94 2.40 -0.24 l. 63 1.41 -0.21 
Inside 2.76 2. 1 -0.35 1.40 1.51 +0.11 
Left-turn 2.16 l. 98 -0.18 l.4J l. 68 +0.25 .. 
:E;astbound1 
Outside 3.14 2.81 .-0. 33 . 2. 20 1.64 -0.56 
Inside l. 79 2.12 +0.33 l. JJ l. 50 +0.17 
Left-turn 1.83 l. 37 -0.46 l. 27 l. 08 -0.19 
1 ~. 1 6 ~~gna cycle·= 0 seconds 
2 Signal cycle = 80 seconds 
; 
TABLE VII I 
COMPARISON OF TRAVELING TIME 
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Standard Deviation Differences 
Observed Simulated 
16.17 12.85 -3.32 
17.00 1J.09 -3.91 
15.73 14.56 -1.17 
25.44 17.31 -8.13 
20.67 13.73 -6.94 
18.28 13.28 -5.00 
14.53 13.69 -0.84 
15.94 21.61 +5.67 
21.07 19.23 -1.84 
21.87 21.16 -0.71 
22.02 19.03 -2.99 
22.82 22.02 -0.80 
15.35 12.49 -2.86 
14.24 11.76 -2.48 
14.66 lJ.39 +1.27 
21.62 16.74 -4.88 
CHAPTER VII 
INTERSECTION ANALYSIS 
The purpose of this chapter is to consider the selection of the most 
effective traffic control system providing minimum delay for vehicles 
entering the intersection. Measures to be considered may include chang-
ing of traffic signal phasing as well as proposed additional lanes for 
left-turn and right-turn traffic, wherever it seems to be desirable and 
applicable. The studied intersection already has a separate left-turn 
lane on all four approaches; this type of geometric development is there-
fore not a possibility. The primary consideration here is the intersec-
tion control signal. 
As previously mentioned, the first trial computer run is usually 
based on the constraints of the present signal control system. The 
results may be used as an indicator of how effective the signal phasing 
is; whether the proportion of total green time allotted to an approach 
conforms to its ratio of volume, whether the turning vehicles can con-
tinue without too much delay, etc. If the results indicate that the 
signal phasing should be rearranged to be more appropriate, then changes 
can be made and the results compared. 
In the trial computer runs to observe the effects of signal cycle 
changes, the entering traffic behavior and characteristics are maintained 
exactly the same for each trial run. Only the signal phasing and cycle 
lengths are changed. 
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It should be noted that the yellow signal phase is combined with 
the green, resulting in what has been termed an 11 effective green 11 time. 
This procedure not only simplifies calculations somewhat, but also cor-
responds to observed driver behavior, and has been used similarly by 
other i~vestigators. 
The parameters used to evaluate arid to co~pare intersection effi-
ciencies are the me~n queue length and mean trav~ling time. Traveling 
time is chosen instead of delay time because, in the opinion ofthe wri-
ter, it has broader application when comparisons are made involving ve-
hicles traveling at different speeds .. _ 
Comparison of Traffic Signal Phasing 
There are six alternatives of signal phasing considered in this 
analysis. They may be classified as folio_ws:* 
1. A 60-second cycle with 20 s~conps of green for through traffic 
and 10 seconds (optional**) for left-turn phasing on each approach (20-
10, 20-10). This is the present signal phasing at this intersection, 
except for the period from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., for which the signal 
changes to an 80-second cycle. 
2. An 80-second cycle with phasing of 24 seconds green for through 
traffic and 18 seconds (optional) for left-turn on northbound and south-
bound, while phasing for eastbound and westbound traffic is 22 seconds 
*Yellow phase time is considered an extension of green in the 
following. 
**When there is no left-turn demand, opposing through traffic re-
tains the green signal for the additional indicated amount of time. 
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and 16 seconds for through and left-turn traffic, respectively (24-18, 
22-16). This is the typical signal phasing being operated during the 
period from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. on weekdays. 
3. A 70-second cycle with phasing of 25 seconds and 10 seconds 
for all approaches (25-10, 25-10). 
4. A 50-second cycle with phasing of 15 seconds and 10 seconds for 
all approaches (15-10, 15-10). 
5. An 80-second cycle with phasing of 25 seconds and 15 seconds 
for all approaches (25-15, 25-10). 
6. A 60-second cycle with phasing times proportioned approximately 
to the volumes of traffic on each approach. The green times are 17 
seconds and 10 seconds for northbound and southbound, 25 seconds and 8 
seconds for eastbound and westbound traffic. 
Table IX shows the comparison of mean queue values for the above 
alternatives. The results indicate that the 50-second cycle (No. 4) 
provides the smallest queue for northbound and southbound traffic, while 
the 60-second cycle (No. 6) is the best for eastbound and westbound 
traffic (except for the left-turn traffic eastbound). 
The results indicate the same conclusion when considering the mean 
traveling times, in Table X. Therefore, either the 50-second cycle 
(No. 4) or 60-second cycle (No. 6) should be the choice for this inter-
section. 
It should be noted, however, that the left-turn phase of 8 seconds 
for eastbound and westbound traffic (60-se-eond cycle, No. 6) provides 
insufficient time for the left-turners of eastbound traffic (30% left-
turn). Both east and westbound left-turners show increased travel time 
over similar traffic in trial No. 4, because a phasing of 8 seconds 
TABLE IX 
MEAN QUEUE LENGTH ANALYSIS 
f.1ean Qur:~ue length {Vehicles7cycle~ 
Direction Lanes 
66 1. 2 3 4 sec,5 sec. 6 sec. 80 sec. 70 sec. 50 sec. 80 60 
Outside 1. 81' 2.79 2.JJ 1. 50 2.82 2.03 
Southbound Inside 2.00 2.90 2.51 1. 77 2.91 2.15 
Left-turn 1.80 1. 86 2.06 1. 39 2.02 1. 73 
Outside J.41 5.59 3. 62 . J.l4 4.95 2.86 
~·Jestbound Inside 2.44 J. 6J 2.58 2.12 3·39 2.17 
Left-turn 0.40 0.51 0.47 0.3J 0.51 O.Jl 
Outside 1. 91 2.70 2.02 1. 35 2.68 2.05 
Northbound Inside 1. 62 2.41 1. 98 1.42 2.4J 1. 78 
Left-turn· 1. 53 1. 98 1.94 1. 33 2.00 1.58 
Outside 2.81 4.75 J.56 2.56 4.J6 1. 72 
Eastbound Inside 2.12 J.l6 2.66 1. 73 2.91 1.18 
Left-turn 1. 37 1.80 1.65 1.15 1. 78 1.42 
1 60 * **' sec. - (20-10 , 20-10 J, 
2 80 sec. - (24-18, 22-16 ) . 
3 70 sec. - (25-10, 25-10 ) . 
. 4 50 sec. - (15-10, 15-10 ) . 
5 80 sec. - (25-15, 25-15 ) . 
6 60 sec. - (17-10, 25-8 ) . 
* Signal phases for northbound and southbound traffic. 
*'.1- Signal phases for eastbound and westbound traffi.c. 
TABLE X 
MEAN TRAVELING TIME ANALYSIS 
r.1e an '''rave11in,'"'; Times ~sec. ~ 
Direction Lanes 1 .2 70 sec.J 50 sec. 4 60 sec. 80 SIJC, 
Outside(Th) 19.96 26.84 25.31 18.19 
Southbound,. Outside(R) 20.01 25.J6 22.00 18.37 / 
( 98 ft. )"''-""" Inside 22.21 27.59 22.87 20.22 
Left-turn J7.50 )6.87 40.99 28.J1 
Outside(Th) 27.2.5 J8.?l 27.24 26.98 
vlestbound Outside(R) 28.60. 42.01 26.73 2?.98 
(JOO ft.) Inside 26.80 3.5 .'09 27.31 2.5.84 
LGft-turn )9.56 l:;-5.52 45 . .56 J8.68 
Outside(Th) 22.10 31.00 . 2).01 19.50 
Northbound Outside(R) 23-93 28.41 20.00 19.93 
(198 ft.) Inside 21.45 28.61 22.91 20.5.5 
Left-turn J5.96 42.74 45.16 33-90 
Outside~Th) 24.02 Jl.92 25.1.5 23.11 
Eastbound Outside(R) 22.66 31.93 26 . .53 22.52 
(JOO ft.) Inside 24.76 J1.26 26 . .56 22.23 
Left-turn 38.70 43.23 4).83 32.81 
1 6o * *~~ ·sec. - (20-10 I 20-10 ). 2 so sec. - (24-181 22-16). 
3 70 sec. - (2.5-101 2.5-10). 
4 )0 sec. - (15-10 I 1.5-10). 
5 80 sec. - (2.5-1.51 2.5-1.5). 
6 60 sec. - (17-101 2.5-8). 
-1:· 
Signal phases for northbound and southbound traffic. 
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allows only two stopped vehicles to pass through, in comparison with 
three vehicles in a 10-second phase. The third vehicle in the 8-second 
phase must wait for the next signal cycle. 
Some traffic engineers may prefer to have the same amount of delay 
for vehicles in each approach. Delay times may be computed by subtract-
ing from traveling times the amount of travel time that would be required 
for an undelayed vehicle. By this measure the 50-second cycle (No. 4) 
would be the best of the six alternatives. 
Other Considerations in Intersection 
Analysis 
There are several parameters which may be used to evaluate the 
intersection efficiency in simulation. The term 11 load factor 11* has lost 
its popularity and now is rarely mentioned. The new terms introduced 
to this field are 11 queue length, 11 11 mean delay, 11 and 11 total delays, 11 etc. 
These parameters are perhaps not as significant for a single approach 
as they are when there are several approaches to be compared, especially 
when they have different traffic volumes. 
Delay may be the most preferable and understandable parameter. 
~1ean delay is generally used. This parameter carries considerable mean-
ing as far as delay of an individual vehicle is concerned. However, in 
some cases it may not be suitable when evaluating the entire intersec-
tion system, especially if traffic volume from the cross street is much 
different than the main street. In this case a moderate mean delay may 
*The ratio of the number of green phases fully utilized by traffic 
to the total number of cycles. 
• 
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result in a large total delay for the street with heavy traffic. For 
this situation the total delay, either the total delay of each street 
or total delay of the intersection, may be more appropriate. Further-
more, equal values of delay time will be more meaningful for a faster 
vehicle than a slower one. The true efficiency of an intersection may 
thus be obscured if the measure of efficiency is not carefully chosen . 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
This research has been concerned with the utilization of the GPSS 
language in traffic simulation. It has shown that, by prpper program-
ming, GPSS may be one of the most advantageous languages in simulation 
of dynamic traffic characteristics, since it provides easier and shorter 
programming efforts, as well as more understandable concepts which can 
be followed without much difficulty. The model itself provides built-in 
useful statistical supplementary data which results in shorter programs, 
less memory storage required, and less computer time. 
Based on this simulation, the following conclusions should be 
briefly mentioned. 
1. Field observation studies of traffic characteristics and sta-
tistics are usually difficult and time consuming. A time-lapse photo-
graphy technique with a one-second exposure interval seems to be a most 
satisfactory and economical method for observing the inter-arrival times, 
speeds, and turning percentages of vehicles approaching an intersection. 
The stop watch, on the other hand, is still useful for more precise 
parameters. However, the new electrical timer, such as the one built 
into the Hewlett-Packard calculator HP-55, should be introduced to this 
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field, since it has the capability of 10 stop-watches operating simul-
taneously. 
2. The simulation results of the selected intersection agree well 
with the field observations. Even though they are based on only one 
intersection, the different signal cycles observed provide numerous 
checks of model validity. By comparing results from different sets of 
data, a traffic engineer can choose the most effective alternate for a 
particular intersection. 
Recommendations 
The simulation model, in its present form, is capable of evaluating 
other types of intersections than the four-lane street crossing a four-
lane street selected for this study. The following are some of commonly 
found intersections which would be worthy candidates for investigation 
in order to extend the scope of application of this model: 
lo An intersection of a four-lane street crossing a four-lane 
street without separate turning lanes. 
2. An intersection of a four-lane major street crossing a two-lane 
minor street. 
3. An intersection of a two-lane street crossing a two-lane street. 
In addition to the above traffic signal controlled intersections, 
the computer program could also be modified to evaluate intersections 
having two-way or four-way stop-sign control. 
As far as the concepts of developing a computer simulation is con-
cerned, the most important single parameter affecting the delay time is 
the inter-arrival time between each approaching vehicle. This is unfor-
tunate, because each individual intersection has a different pattern of 
t 
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inter-arrival times. Some of them exemplify platoon behaviors especial-
ly when strongly influenced by a preceding signalized intersection. 
Some more nearly represent random behavior, for which the shifted-
exponential distribution is appropriate. Most consist of some combina-
tion of the two, making the simulation accuracy dependent on collected 
inter-arrival field data. There is a great need for better understand-
ing of dynamic traffic elements to achieve more adequate mathematical 
models of intersections. 
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STARTIN~ DELAY, FIRST VEHICLE lN. QUEUE 
- ~--- ---------·--·-···--- .. ···--------~-- ;---------------------,---~----~---
1 
Direction I .No. of Vehicles Average time 
of ,, Ltnes Observed in seconds 
Traffic 
------T ·. 
. outs1de 9 
Southbound I . .d 10 . . 1ns1 e 3.23 
3.90 I left-turn 24 
--1----------+---·-------
1 outside 

































outside 7 6 4 7 





















J. 20 I 
2.71 
2. IJ-5 
-----····--·-····- ... ---·· : _____________ .,._ -·· -----------+--------- -····----
1 • 5 I n · out:cHle J.O I 2.5o 










l. 8J _ ___._ ____ . -----
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Starting ~{r: adv;ay s 
Lie 1 g_y --2nd.--~--3rct 4th 
1 5 t Vehicles Vehicles Vehicles Vehicles 
th 5 
Vehicles 








2.55 2. 39 2.19 2.2J 




A STUDY OF TRAVELING TU1E ACROSS 
INTERSECTION PROPER 
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NUMBER OF VEHICLES FOR WHICH INTERSECTION 
TRAVELING TIME WAS MANUALLY OBSERVED 
---- ---.------ -----------·-----·. 
Dirccticn Non-stop 1st 
· 2nd 3rd J~th 5th 
of Lanes Vehicles Vehicles Vehicle!:' VehicJcs Vehicles ""fl;hicles 
~-'raffic 
--· --- -·--
outsicl.e ( 'I'h. ) 1 3 3 "3 1 2 2 
(R)2 5 6 2 1 l~ 1 
South1Jounr1 inside 3 4 9 13 5 6 
left-turn 8 10 11 13 10 -
- ----r------
out~Jidc ('l'h) /j. 4 3 5 7 4 
(R) 2 1 I~ 3 1 5 
~->c stu ouncl insids 9 15 7 4 .6 2 
left-turn lj. 14· 2 - - -
---· 
outside ('I' h) 6 2 7 6 6 1 
(R) - 2 1 - 1 2 
Northbound inside· 4 1 8 6 1 4 
1ei't-turn 2 1 10 8 1 -
·-. --
outsid..:~ (Th) 2 2 l~ 8 7 6 
(R) - 4 1 3 l} 4 
Eastbound inside 4 6 6 h 3 7 
left--turn 3 6 11 5 2 -
--------- --·--· --~-
1 . . 
Stralght through vehlcles 
2 H.ight turnin.c; vehicles 
OBSERVED INTERSECTION TRAVELING TIMES 
-----~--- -------·---~~------
Direction Hon-stup 
of ' J,anc' s Vchic:lcr; 'l'raffic 
------ --
outside ('i'h )1 l. 86 
Southbound outf;i cic <in 2 2.18 
inside 2.13 
left-turn 2. 32 
----· 
outside ('l'h) 2,1}5 
outside (R) 1.60 
\'lestbound inside 2.45 
left-turn 2. 32 
---- --
outside (~'h) 2.06 
outside (H) -
Nor-thbound inside 2.22 
left-turn 2.30 
-
outside ('?h) 2.07 
outside (l:) -
Eastbound inside 1. 98 
left-turn 2, Lf6 
-
1 ~ - h . ,,tralght t rouGh vchlclcs 
2 - . . Rlght turn1ng vehicles 
--------------. ---- ,.----
1 r;t ?. 
Vchiclen Vcll 
nd 3rd I 4th 5-t.h 



















































































AVERAqE lNTERSECTlON TRAVELiNG TIMES 
5th Vehicles -v~=-:-:-~ ~~f,~~~-~--r-V-c ~--:-.-::c s---v-~-~-~:~~~----~-V--e-t-j~:-l_e_s_t_'.-Ve ~~:1-e ~ 
Right-tux~~ 7-0----t---1-.-9-2--1---1-. -9-8--+--1-.-3-2--, l. 6 5----+--1-.-2-5--
Through I 2.13 1. 2.80 3.21 2.99 
1 
2.86 3.03 
_:u:_-= __ rt_-._t_u_r_n~lf--..-_2_. s_o __ ~~----- _3_·_o_5 _ __:__ 3. 19 ! 3. 0 5 
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INTER-ARRIVAL TIMES OF VEHICLES 
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INTER- ARRIVAL TIMES OF VEHICLES IN INSIDE LANE (SOUTHBOUND) 
1.0 
Observed Values 





- ! , 
INTER.: ARRIVAL TIMES OF VEHICLES IN OUTSIDE LANE (WESTBOUND) 
------------- ---~-~- ".£:--~~=~! 







INTER-ARRIVAL TIMES OF VEHICLES IN INSIDE. LANE (WESTBOUND) 
Shifted Expontial Distribution 
Values 




INTER- ARRIVAL TIMES OF~ VEHICLES IN OUTSIDE LANE (NORTHBOUND) 
0.9 
Observed Values 









. INTER -ARRIV~L TIMES OF .VEHICLES IN INSIDE LANE(NORT;HBOUND) 
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Length = I 0 0 ft. 
Intersection Proper = 48 ft. 
Travelling Time ~ t (sec) 
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Tra·velllng Time :::= t (sec) 
.Length = 100 ft. 
Proper = 48 ft. 
0 
N 
mAVELING TIME OF VEHICLES IN OUTSIDE LANE (WESTBOUND) 
R lght-T.urn 
Approaching Length = · 300 ft. 
Intersection Proper = 4 8 ft. 
Travelling Time .E;; f (sec) 0 
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Approaching Length = 
Intersection Propper = 
Travelling· Time :E t (sec) 
300 ft. 
48 ft. 
TRAVELING TIME OF VEHICLES IN OUTSIDE LANE (NORTHBOUND) 
~,~------------------------~------~----------~=====~~====
========~ 
Through Traffl c 






Approaching Length = 175 ft. 
Intersection Propper -= 4 8 ft. 





















Approaching Length. = 17 5 ft. 
Intersection Proper = 4 8 ft. 





























Approaching Length = 300 ft. 
Intersection Propper = 4 8 ft. 
44 48 52 SG GO 114 68 72 76 80 114 811 !12 " IIXl 
.I 
Tra\lelling Time ~- t lsec) --' 
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-....) 
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VEHICLE SPEED DISTRIBUTIONS 
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SOUTHBOUND TRAFFIC NORTHBOUND TRAFFIC 
100 100 
·observed· Inside Lane 
Model _Outsid~ 90 
10 Observed Outside 10 
Model In-side 
CIJ 70 70 
0 
0 -c CD 
() 60 -.&ct ,_ 
CD 
a. 






10 Inside Lane 10 
0~~~~~,-----2~0----2L5-----~~0----~~5 °1~5----~--~~--~~---~~5----~40~---4~1----~50~--~5~5--__JIO 
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Outside Lone 












Speed ( f t.l sec.) 
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STANDARD STATISTICAL OUTPUT ASSOCIATED WITH 
CLOCK AND BLOCK ENTITIES 
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36') )Q AiJ~ULuT£: CLCCK 
H•TAL cLUCK 'cURHENT TOTAL £1LOC'< CURRE•lT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL 
·~--~-·l---~---ll--~---'"------40.-----'.:1---~--..0----- --5~ ..... ·-·---..$1----.. - 0 -----b0----.. --41---1----· bO 
t,~ I<! ~ 44 22 0 59 32 0 60 42 0 59 
6 0 l.i Q 6') .? J 0 I J 3 0 46 4 3 0 59 
4 C hC 14 ~ 60 24 0 6') 34 0 46 44 0 59 
........ ~5-------:l---- -0:.~-·---·U>---ll-. " .....25 0----- .. .00------35-.. -----0- 60----·---45---0---- I 
6 0 44 I o ') 60 26 0 6() 36 0 60 46 C 60 
7 0 44 17 0 6~ 27 0 60 37 0 60 47 0 60 
B J 60 IS , 60 28 . 0 46 38 0 60 48 0 60 
'l ---..J -~---------bO-·------l.Q----..I.----....0 .11-------0 .. ~---~--~-46 -----~ ..J<;i. ~-----0- -·- ~---60-- .AQ ----··-~---·-· 60 
10 .) . oO 20 0 59 30 0 oO 40 0 60 50 0 47 
BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL ULUCK CURRF.NT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL 
51. ~-------4.7 .. ~---~bL.--~~----..59.----l.l----~ .C. .. --~ ..... .£.0 .. -~---- 61 .. ---~ 0----· ---- ... 59---- -9~------0--·-- .189 
52 0 oC · 62 I) 59 72 0 60 62 0 59 92 0 189 
53 I bO b.l ll 59 7.1 0 20 B;j 0 59 93 0 189 
5~ J s~ 64 o '5'1 74 ~ 2) <14 c 5<J 94 o 189 


















































J 4b "" ') 59 76 I 60 B6 0 5\1 96 0 188 
0 S'J b 7 0 5'J 77 0 59 87 0 59 97 0 188 
., ~'J 6!> ') 1 78 0 19 86 0 511 98 0 188 
. o. 511~---·-~~-C.Ii----..0 ~-.. ---711------0 ... ___ .. ___ 111----·-- f;\1 .. 0 ~ .. 5<;1 ~--~-----99---- ~---.... 18<1 
J 59 7G 0 60 tiO 0 51 91 I 1110 l'lO 0 188 
CURRENT TOHL uLOCK CU~'RENT TOTAL F!LOC:K CURRENT TOTAL BLOCo< CuR«E"T TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL 
0. 79 ~-lll...-- --0------~-1.7.---- ·-121--------- 0 55 I.JI 0 --····--~ ~· -1 41 ·-·- --0·-'-·--· I ?9 
0 IU8 IIi' 0 12 122 " 52 Ll2 0 54 142 0 134 0 1bd 113 (' 188 ·1.23 0 52 133 0 54 143 0 134 
0 li18 .... 0 188 124 0 '5 13<> 0 66 144 0 134 
. ... ~ ..... ··--- , .. ~&.~------·-·' &~------0----lQ&------l2.!:t-·---__:.._.Q--·-·- --- !;. ...... -- -I.J; ....... _. -0~- -.66 ____ ...... j45 ____ .. ..... C----·~ 134 
·) I /:Ill lib ., 71 126 0 16 136 0 129 146 C) 58 
0 lbd 1 11 ') 55 1~7 c 1'!. 137 0 129 147 0 58 
J 1!5 I In 0 55 128 0 I,, 138 0 56 148 0 58 
0 -·-&d.(' l ,._ _____ Jl. __ . ----55---.1;'9 ----- {) --'· 1 01.0 ·~. .. _ ..... j,]9. 0 73 .......... ~ -----0---- 0 
) I dB 12J ') 55 I JO I) 11?0 140 0 129 150 0 56 
CUflRE"T TOTAl.. OLuCI< CUf<RENT TOTAL !!LOCK CURRE'IT TOTAL ULOCK CURi<ENT TOTAL. BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL 
;) ~i...l---- -~ lol------- ~----1.'38----111 ,Q_ __ -- 7\1. HI! .~ 0 .. ~-- .. ~- .. 1 09 .. - ~------191 C-.. -· l~Q 
J "" 1 o,· ~ tPe 172 c 79 1"12 0 109 192 I 332 0 5d 1o3 0 188 I f3 0 7'> 183 0 109 193 0 .J.Il 
0 ~ 104 t'J Pl6 I 74 0 79 Jlj4 0 l'l9 '"" 0 331 .. o. . .jd.,. ____ -1 6,,;.. ______ ..0 US---!15---·~ ll----· 79 . ---- IUS 1)._ .10'il .. ~ ... -- .. 1!.15 - o: _____ :J.JI 
0 7b l6o , 7? 176 0 1~11 PlQ 0 1~9 19b 0 ;J31 
' 76 11.>7 ') 79 177 c IC'} 107 0 109 197 I 331 J 7o 1 f~d 0 79 17il 0 109 IB8 0 109 19!1 0 330 
0 .. 1.14 __ 1 o·L~~---· 0. .... _____ 7<,; ----l 7>L. .... --~0~.--· 1C9 .l!i\1.- .... -.-~0 .. 109 199-- ·--.0-------.. 330 
0 134 I 7J ~ 7'J I flO 0 1'~ 19~ 0 IJGI 2uo 0 33() 
CU~RENT ru rA.L BLUCK. ClJi-t~Cl\T J'QT AL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURHENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL 
o. .J..)C---- "11 .c . --·-·· ... ..J30 ~---~ 2.-! I -·----- 0 .. 2.l.J . ·- 231 0. o. 241 .. 0--- 5t. 
0 .330 21<! J ]3·0 2?2 0 213 2J2 0 1<'>8 242 0 2~2 
c ... ::L~( ~l.i ' 3.1<:1 223 a 2 .J.J 2]3 0 166 2~3 0 258 ., llb 214 'l 61 ?..".4 0 233 234 0 64 244 0 258 
~ .::J;; .... 2.1:l .. 
., _____ 
-~~--- .. .. ~2:i c. lt!.2 2..S5 c 64 - 245 -----~lL ___ 2.61> 
0 _jj':) ,2 lt_, J:;•J 2.?6 ., 162 2.J6 c 64 ..!46 0 266 
0 :o 30 ~17 0 33•J 227 0 a ?37 0 104 247 () 266 
() ~ ~' ..:! 1,~ " 401 2.21\ " 8 ..!3>1 0 104 248 0 266 . -~- ~ .. ... •.J_j.J ____ .. _2. I '.l -----~ _Q ·~--- 2~3. --------2.29- ~ .. . o~ 2.J9 ~~ 0. .2~!> 24.9 ..... ~.o .. ___ !CO 
J .J.l c 22' 0 2.J.J 2.30 c , 240 0 258 2SO 0 100 
'1 
CUKREtH TOT...:-L dL..JCK CURRENT TOTAL BLIJCI<. CU"RE'IT TOTAL BLOCK CURRE;NT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL ., 
J I :CJ 2 (ll , lt-6 ?.71 J 118 281 0 212 2'H 0 21.2 
) 0 ~0~ 0 2t:.6 27? Q I 1-'l ~82 0 212 292 0 212 
0 IC 0 2r-J.) ') 2<>1> ;t.7J 0 116 2.<13 0 212 293 0 212 
0 lf'O 26Q. 0 ~:1') 274 0 II~ 2-'\A 0 21:2 2'J4 0 212 
~ .. 1~0 - .,:(.,:, 0 ____ _J._J:; -----2"1~ 0 1 l.i:l 2H.:i 0 .212 .. .:!Q!;> I 181 
0 l·JG LIJ'".• ·~ :sJ1 2 ro " IHI 2l:i"'.J 0 212 2<J6 0 180 0 r £:07 ., .1 H, 277 ') llfl 2rH 0 212 2H 0 !RO . I:~ ?t...H 0 .1 ~0 ?7B ~ IIi!· 2g.'l 0 214!' 298 0 I BO 
0 j, ~ ... ~ ... ;.]!.)\) ') 1111--------279 ..;. ~I~"! 2<1• () 212 £ 'l~~ .o 160 
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CUR:~F"-'f TCITAL ULOC~ CU~RENT TaTAL BL£JCK CURRtNT TOTAL 
u 17'-J .. ..311 ----·---.o..----l7'~----J.21 -C 
0 If') -ll2 0 179 322 0 
0 179 .!11 c 179 323 c 










TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT 
a 341 0----· 
I .:142 0 
I 34 3 0 
I 344 0 
-0-
















































179 • .llo 0 17<; 326 0 
2" 317 ~ lA 3~7 0 
179 .lid ~ Ill l.!d 0 
. .. l7'.J ------.3l.V-----O-------l79-----...32~-- -0 
179 32<. 0 17'1 .;lj('' 0 
TOTAL ULOCK CURRENT TOTAL I~LOCK CURRENT 
J..j.oi---------.Ja-)1 -~-----.0-----··:l.l-"----371---·- -----0 
21 :Jb~ 1 11• 372 0 
~I 363 0 113 373 0 










I 76 ----- .i81 











--- C------ib'> .1.34--.J7 !>-----0------·- 2<} .Jd:i-
0 
0 
0 r 1 .lt.u o 1 34 376 o 
<01 .!67 0 178 :177 0 
21 ,.,d n 1-ra :-t7ri o 
-~~1 --- .. 1u'fll·--·---ll------17tt------.l70----·-- 0. 
0 .17•; I) 178 '"0 0 
TOf~L HLOCK CUJ.<REflliT TOTAL BLOCK CU~RENT 
-'"" ------4.' '-----...O-------..J43-421 --------· o. j .. 4 41, 0 343 422. ·l 
.].-.... 41J 0 343 "--'3 
34.:1 414 ') 34.l 4?4 ~ 
.. j4J ------41;.) ·----'>------,l43-----4, 5 0 
.... .l 4lo 0 J43 426 0 
.>43 41"T 0· ]43 427 0-








34 "! 4j~ 
343 43_] 
425 4 j4 

















.,J .. .,j .. .... 411>----~---...;J43----4<'9. 0 ------·---·-- -217 439---- 0--
"" 420 0 67 4 30 c 217 440 0 
TOTAL !JLOC:~ CUR~ENT TOTAL 8LOC1< CU~RENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT 
2.J.u. ··-- -lL<-1----- --0----···---65----471 -------0----- 340 --- 4dl---- . . . o 
'Jb 4!1-'.! 0 6~ 4?2 I) .340 462 0 
2JI:> 463 ') 0 473 0 ]40 4~3 0 
236 464 0 .. 65 474 ') 3~0 ,.~ . 0 
0--------- .b.:=. 4t.:;,_ .. ,--~ ·------17-!-----" .75 ___ . • 0. -···-·- ''J 48~ :l 
0 ~5 460 0 171 476 0 93 435 0 
~ ,,f., i~t:o 7 0 I ?I 477 () QJ 4R7 0 
0 4oh ~ 236 471i 0 9J .. ,l'cl 0 
0 ""' .4o~ .. ;) _____ 2.36------"''1<} --------0 93 : .. 4dQ 0 ) (•:.) ,, 7·:. ~ 340 4'.30. 0 93 491 0 
CU~R~:tT TUTAL OLiJC,<. CIJI'II<E~T TOTAL llLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT 
I - - .,j,.; l - -·--.:.. 11-----.0. --·--·--l 1 Q --~~ 541 -- J ..... -------.:119---- .. '>31 0----
0 3"0 "iii! 0 ~19 5?2 0 119 532 0 
~ .:.li·:O :)13 0 c ~?3 0 :J19 ~33 0 
0 34C ~ I'• 0 0 5;>4 ~ 319 5)4 0 
0 1~~----·- ---S 1 a .c ______ :.31 ,. _____ 575 .. 0- 319 S.J£) 0 
I ~;-o 51o 0 112 5i'6 0 O>fl 5.!0 0 
0 .::!1~ Sl7 J ~19 5?7 0 31 537 0 
0 .Jl'J :..ll~>"l 0 ~19 528 0 319 536 0 
·1 .:!11) Gl9 ' Jl9 S...!Q 0 .:119 '>J9 I 0 Jl '} ~.i::.C" ~ :!lQ 5""\:";1 0 .ll? 540 0 
CU~RENT TGTAL 8LUCK. CU'-i<EhT TOTAL ALOt:':K C\Ji-IRENT TUT loL BLOCK (;URRENT 
113 346 0 
44 J47 0 
44 348 0 
44 .:1411 0----





































. .. .:199 ···---- 0--
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0------- - 44!>-------0--- -- 227 
0 446 0 227 
0 447 0 56 
208 443 0 171 
------206 449--- .0-----. 2Z7 
104 4SO 0 227 
TOTAL BLUCK CURRENT TOTAL 
93 - -- -· 4Ql. 0---·-- ... 247 
93 492 0 2'<7 
93 493 0 247 
93 494 0 i!47 
247---· 695. Z47 
247 495 0 267 
247 4~7 0 247 
247 Q.·:ld 0 247 
247 49l~ .o. 247 
24 7 :.oo 0 247 
TOTAL I:ILUCK CURRENT TOTAL 
112 !;41----C 8 
21 1 54.i! 0 7 
104 !>"3 0 7 
f>3 5"4 c 41 
63 ~4S -· ---C 41 
6J , .. 6 0 41 
63 547 0 I 07 "i 
63 548 0 I 07 "~ 
59 549 0 47 
58 550 0 47 
TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL 
o ...... ... 47 ;,bl -~--~ -·,~--~-1:;).",.1..~--~----571.---·- ~-- 0------·- --0------- 5tH-·--- 0 ---- ··- <'05 .. 591 ------'1 --- -· - ZJS 
0 4/ :Jb-2 ~ 159 ~-12 0 0 ~fJ2 0 20!:> 59<' 0 21)5 
v t•O <J,,_,j ~ ·~q '.17 3 0 0 ~t~.) 0 ,o!O~ 5',13 0 2C5 
c ~ ~- ~) C.•4 0 1<;9 574 I 159 584. 0 205 SY4 0 2C5 
~ 1~2 ~(,a~- ----- ::J -----· -- 1 O'il---- 57~ -~·- -·---·· 0------ l!.IS ~A :I ·-- --- 0 <t~5 ----- -- l>Q,.; ------0 ------- 205 
0 1 ~J .d .)61.•. ~ 159 ">76 0 15d ~fj!.) 0 2C5 596 0 205 
~ ,r Soul 0 159 577 0 1::.~ 5137 0 2C5 5<;7 0 205 
J IJ2 ':lt.tj 0 0 S7R 0 I~R S'lli 0 205 596 0 205 
~- ----·- .1~2 ----·------~o·.:;;, ______ .~-------~---· 51.':1-----.0------ 205 --·----· :ad·~ -·-- .. ·--0 ---- .. 2J5---- 5911----0------- -· 2CS 




























CUP~E~T TOTAL BLOC~ CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT_ TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL dLOCK CURRENT TOTAL 
-- ~------------'------611-----4-----C---<>-~1 -------~---·-·--·-· -- 0--------631---·--- 0 ------llZ- --- 6 .. 1-----0---------110 
0 0 . t>l.! C 0 622 0 Q 6J2 0 11<1 642 0 42 
0 : bl3 0 0 623 0 0 633 0 112 643 0 68 
:) 1 614 0 C 62" 0 0 634 0 112 6"4 0 I I 0 
0---------- __ _c. ___ --UJ:> ..0.------CZS----- 0------- 0 -----635-------0-------112------ 645___()_----11·0 
c 0 616 I) 0 b?.b 0 0 636 0 112 6"6 0 l1 0 
J 0 u 17 0 0 627 0 0 637 0 112 6•H 0 II 0 
:) 1 6 IS 0 (' 6?.6 0 0 1'.>3!1 0 "" o48 0 110 
0- ----0----- .61'"-----~---------0.----6;!9 .• __ __.:__.o ---------II z -------6.39 -··----- 0-- z ------· 6"9 ----!-----· 110 
0 ~ b~·J 'J 'J 630 0 liZ 640 0 110 650 0 109 
CURRENT TuTAL tlLGCo< CUHR(hT TOTAL BLOCK CUHRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL 
-0------ . .IJ~---- .bb -11----.671----.0-------111------681----0----<HS---- b9l 275------
'J 1~9 Lb2 0 Ill 672 0 Ill 6~2 0 275 692 0 275 
0 109 bb3 0 Ill 673 I Z77 6til 0 Z75 69.3 0 275 
-1 111 u64 o 111 674 0 ?76 6fl4 o 275 694 o 275 
-0. ------Ill--------- 6b-5.-----0-----1ll----67S .. -----~------ .276 --<>85----- ---0- 0-- ----69:.-----0----275--
1 Ill 666 0 Ill 676 0 276 686 0 0 696 0 275 
0 Ill <>u7 ~ Ill 677 0 276 687 0 275 697 0 275 
0 Ill 666 J Ill 678 I 276 688 0 2!> 698 0 60 
-~-------li.I----"'-''>L--0.------ll-- '19----- -0----2.75--- -·- 61>9- ~---- 275----- 0:.99------.-0-------- 30 
' Ill 67~ 0 Ill 680 0 275 6'<0 0 275 7~0 0 275 
CURRENT TOTAL tiL OCr. CUHRE.NT TOTAL I!ILOCK CURRENT TOTAL 13LOCK CURRENT TOT"I.. BLOCK CURRENT TOT"L 
() -~7~ -----711 - -· ----0-------1 O.L----7 21------ 0------ --5~ ------ 7.$1 -- 0 --190------- 741 ----0.. o. 
) .!75 712 ::! 103 722 0 54 732 0 l'>lO 742 0 0 
0 45 71.1 0 7 723 0 54 733 0 197 743 0 0 
0 3:--c 714, 0 7 724 c 52 73" 0 197 7 .. 4 0 0 






































0 l!).J "" " 0 726 I 93 736 0 197 7.-6 I 197 0 1~3 n1 0 0 727 0 190 737 0 197 747 0 196 
0. l~.:i 718 0 0 728 0 1'<0 73U 0 197 748 -o 196 


































1;,3 7oi!C ~ 147 7JO 0 I JO 74C 0 0 750 0 196 
TOTAL BLGCK C~~RENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAl.. BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL 
---·---Z'-<i------1'->1-----A----2'-S---111..- ---- .. 0 -------~48. _____ - 761 ------ Q________ 0- ________ 791 -----0.---------0 .... 
~41; 7bi!. ') 248 77 2 0 24B 782 0 0 792 0 0. 
24-1 7h.i ., 248 773 0 0 783 0 0 793 0 0 
£4o f~4 0 248 77• 0 0 7H4 0 ., 794 0 0 --- 24t: __ lt,!;,._ ____ _Q_ _____ 248 ______ 7/5. .. o... ____ Q ______ 7~5 ·-.- 0 0-- 795 ------0------ 0 
24" lbb 0 2411 776 0 0 7'olb 0 0 79(> 0 0 
~"" 767 0 24!1 777 0 ') 7~7 0 0 797 0 0 
24ii 76d 0 248 778 0 c 788 0 0 798 0 0 
24,; ____ 76\l ____ .o_ 48 ____ 779 _________ o.. o ______ 769. ---- 0 0 -----·-799 ... - ___ _Q __ . ---- 0 
248 7 7:.. ') 248 7tHl 0 ~ 790 0 0 8~0 0 0 
TOTAL 

















uLUCI<. Cl..li~REhT TOT4L tiLCCI( CUi.!I<ENT TOT4L 
dll-----·-D·-------L-----Ii-H.--- - .... 0 ---------·- 2•-----
~~~ 0 24 822 0 2• 
81.; 0 24 82.1 0 ~· 
1::J 14 I) 20 S24 C 24 
H 1 ~ ' 4 825 0 24 
>i I<> ~ ?.4 826 0 25 
1i II 0 24 B 2 7 0 ?. 5 
old .o 24 828 o 25 
tiLOCK CUH~ENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT 
831 o _____ 25.. 1141------D 
832 0 25 . 842 c 
BJ.I 0 25 !14.3 0 
834 0 25 844 0 
B3S 0 25 845 I 
836 0 25 846 0 
8.17 0 25 847 0 









-..H.l-4---------0------24-----~21.1-- ---0----- --25 ----- 8311 --- ---- 0----- -·- 25--- ---649---------0----
282. 
282 
282 d2r 0 24 BJO 0 25 
6L~CK CURNE~T . TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL 
~Ql --------0-------2dl-----87l ---0-- 2b 
~62 ' 2~1 q72 0 28! 
~6J ~ 2~1 873 0 261 
61>4 2-!1 874 0 261 
----· ~b5 -----C--------2-"\1---- -A 75 ----------0-------- l 06 
bt>6 0 2fll Bl6 0 188 
'J':J7 "' 2Al 877 0 62 
dD~ 0 2Al ~78 0 
------<~lo9-------· IJ.------- -~Rl----.819------- !1. 
H r: 0 4~ B6') 0 
0 25 850 I 











0-- --- &2 8111 0 -------- 126 
0 62 892 0 126 
0 49 893 0 58 
0 49 89. 0 58 
0------------ 6------ 695-----0--------- .. 58 
0 . 6 696 0 56 
0 6 897 0 6B 
0 0 d ~B I 6B 
0----· 0 3Q;> .. ----Q-------- 110 
0 0 900 0 II? 
tiLOC>: CURRI:'IT TOTAL 8LJCr; CURREf'iT TOTAL BLOCK CUflRCr.T TOTAL 13LOCK CURRENT TOTAL tiLOCK CURR£fiiT TOTAL 
9CI () &2: _____ .CJll- &-14------97 1-------0 I 15 9.J I-----···- 0--. 173 --· 9"1 ------- 0- 173 
";102 J 5~ ') 1~ 0 " Q22 0 115 912 0 173 942 0 173 qc.J II C 913 J I) 9?3 I) 17.3 •).13 0 173 943 0 173 
9C4 J 111) 414 0 ~ <>24 0 173 9.34 0 173 944 0 173 
Col)"> 1 - ----- -II t> l,o 1 ~---------0- "---· 925------0------ I 7."1 ------9.'15 .. 0 ------···· 173--- -94&-----0----- c 
YOb J lib t.ilU 0 0 92b 0 173 9.Jb 0 173 946 0 0 
9·)7 0 lib Yl7 p 0 427 0 173 937 0 173 947 0 0 
':1~8 ':' 116 YIA I 116 928 0 173 938 0 173 9'18 0 0 
-- -· <l1Y -·-· "l·---· ---0 11 6------!JIY------.;). -1:;..._--929---~ ... c---- &73 ---.. --- . 9 J9 --------- 0- ----- -- 17.4.----- -- 949 ----0----- 0 
910 ~ 116 ·JZC ' 115 93C 0 173 940 0 173 950 0 0 BLOCK CUW .. E;.'H TUTAL bLJCK CUI<RE,._T TOTAL BLOCK CURRCNT TOTAL 13LOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURR~NT TOTAL 
'>51 ,) _____ ,_ ________ .,..,1---0 ~-971-----0----------- 0------ 981-.. -----0 
<.IS;? J 0 'JI>2 0 0 972 0 0 962 0 
9!>..1 0 0 91.>..1 0 0 97 3 0 I 06 9<:13 0 
954 ~ 0 \164 0 · 0 97'1 0 I C6 984 0 
<;:,o; ____ ...;). _________ ...J;----'J.,5-----.0. Q7l>-----0-----106----- ;11;. -0-----
o; 5o 0 0 'lu<> 0 0 976 0 I C6 911!> 0 
9">7' 0 J 9b7' 0 I) 977 0 I'll> '<87 0 
9::>H J 0 ~'>o 0 C 978 0 I 06 .,.H8 0 
Q59- 0-- --~ -----Qb"'-----·--4-------~-----'HQ----·----0 106--- Qf'I<,J -------0--
9~0 0 0 97l 0 0 9~0 0 106 990 ~ 
106-- ----991- ----C --- --100 
-4<,l 992 0 100 
6 993 1 I 00 
100 99'1 0 99 
- 100-------- 911&--'----4------ ---99 
43 996 0 99 
&7 997 0 99 
100 998 0 105 
I 00 - ----.. 1199 ----0-------- I OS 
100 1000 0 lOS 
BL·JCK 




TOTAL BLOCK. CUI'RENT TOTf<L BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TUTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL 






! :-c 7 








1.:>'> IC'I<! C 1C5 1,22 I 341 1032 0 ._4 1!142 0 79 
) 10'- I<: I:; 0 105 1.:>2.3 0 .340 I 033 0 340 1043 0 50 
0 IC'> IJI4 0 105 1024 0 34) 1)34 0 340 1.>44 0 .340 










I~S 1016 0 105 1'2C. 0 340 IOJ6 0 340 1046 0 340 
1:5 1:17 I .342 1027 0 340 1037 0 340 1047 0 94 
10::. I 'l I<> o· .341 l'l2B 0 3"0 IJ38 0 340 1048 C 287 
-----1~5 ---1.;.1"- ---0 341--Hli!-11-----0----- 4--- 103Q-- ---0~---340-- --10"9 --------4-----1.38 
105 1)20 0 341 10..10 0 0 11)4~ 0 3'10 1050 0 138 
TOrAL IILUCK CURRE"T TOTAL HLOCo< CURRtNT TOTAL BLOCK CVI'IRENT TOTAL BLOCo< CURRENT TOTAL 
-IJ8 ----1-Jbi--------Q... ~1071-'--·--- 0 --·-- -161'1------ l'l81 - . -- - - 0------ .... 180-----.. -- 10<,JI------O---- 180 
Ll8 I )o2 0 0 1072 0 16~ I 0A2 0 180 10 '12 0 180 
1.3P. I C:._)3 0 149 1073 0 55 108.3 0 180 109.3 0 180 
1 ""' 
l0b4 0 149 1074 0 I I 5 II)F;4 0 0 IC 94 0 180 




























0 97 1: ()f, ~ 6'1 1076 0 II> 'I 1086 0 0 1096 0 246 
ll 13 1V07 ~ 68 1077 0 160 I 087 0 0 1.)97 0 246 
~ 12 1 ~: tJB ' 6o 1/)71< 0 lAC 1,'18 0 0 I'J'l8 0 246 0 : .. I'< ----- 1 :lb~----------0-------- •H----107<l-- ·0---------- PIO 106<,l-- 0------ 0- I 099------0------·- 2'16 
J v l ~"J 70 0 dl 1190 0 1110 1090 0 180 11 DO 0 2'16 
CVW:RENT TOTAL HLOCK CURRENT TOTAL fJLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL.;], 
0 2'•u I I I 1 0 246 1121 0 0 1131 0 0 1141 0 0 
0 24o 1112 0 246 11?2 0 0 1132 0 0 1142 0 0 
0 246 lll_j 0 246 1123 0 0 1133 0 0 1143 0 0 
0 246 II 14 0 246 1124 0 0 II J4 0 0 11'1'1 0 0 














24b llH, 0 246 1126 0 0 1136 0 0 1146 0 9'1 
..i:46 I 117 n !' 11 ?.7 c 'J 11..17 0 0 11'17 c 9'1 
2 .. 0 I I If> c 0 ll.!tl 0 0 I I ..l'i 0 0 1148 0 9'1 
-----~4-Q- ---·1 I l ~ ---------Q. --0-----1-1 2'1-----0-- ------- 0--------- I I :19------·· --0 . -- __ __: __ 0-- -- 1149-----0------- ·--94-
240. J 1 (!(. 0 () 1130 ') 0 1140 0 0 llSO 0 9'1 
TOfi\L CiLGCK Cv><RENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL FlLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL 
... "it4- -I I b 1--~------dS-----1171-----0------«0-----11 R I ------0------ 90---
94 il'->~ o es 1112 o ·~o 11~2 t 90 
'14 lln3 0 ll!'; 117..1 0 9') 1183 0 , 89 
sJ 11~>4 ' a:. 1174 o 90 1164 o 89 
..... b----- -1-1<>"-------C-----..-..IS----1175---·-.0--------QO ----- .111iS--------- 0----- -·-----·8'1--- ----------------· 
''11 IILo 0 85 1176 0 91) llflC. 0 89 
~tl 11b7 Q tl5 1177 0 90 111;7 0 89 
47 li61< I 85 1176 0 90' llil8 0 69 
4~ 1.1~..~-IJ ------~C~-----84-----11.79---···· 0- -~-~0-- llS·;t . ..0 ----l--~-----------------------
85 11-ro o 9o ugo o 90 11QO o 1 
APPENDIX G 
OUTPUTS OF TRAFFIC QUEUES 
117 
---------------------------------· --··- -- -------- ----
STATISTICS OF T~AFFIC QUEUE IN LANE II 
TABLE I 
·-------~NTRIEI>-.1--N---l'ABI.~------~N--A~~ITJ:-------1S~T<-.A'""N~C"'•_.q~g.._gO<:.EV-IA1'-IQN--------SU.Il-O~--"'ARCiUME.NTS------------------- --~-
59 loB64 1o21S9 .llOoOOO NON-WEIGHTED 
UPPER OBSERV~D PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
-----·----- -------- L lUI- T- -------I"Rio.QUI'-l>IC-V----Of'.---.t-~T--A4""'L---____..P._.f.JU;ENT-AGE------- R£..1lA I NDER --- -- -~F- ~CAN-----~ ---J'ROM- MEAN----------
0 4 fo77 6o7 93o2 -.OJO -lo446 
I 2~ •::.37 49ol 50o8 o536 -.670 
2 I 7 c E o 8 1 77 o Q 22 o 0 lo 0 7 2 • 1 0 5 
--------------- 3-- ---------'3-o-4~ -86o4---------l-3o5-------1o609------'--· oiiii0-----------
4 4 6o77 93o2 6o7 2ol45 1ob56 
5 4 6o77 1C0o0 oO · 2oblll 2o432 
REMAINING FREQUENCIES ARE ALL ZERO 










'SUM. OF ARGUMENTS 
117o000 NON-IIIEIGHTED 
-------------·--------------,------- ----------------- ·-- - ·------- ---- -·-------------
UPPER OBS~RVED PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
LIMI~ FREUUF.NCY OF TCTAL PF.RCENTAG~ REMAINDER OF MtAN FROM MEAN 
o 11 11!.64 18.6 81.3 -.ooo -1.238 
'--··---·-····-------·----·--1------~---~.Q.------l!-1--.1+------ --45-7- -54o- -o-504-----.--··--•o61.3---------
i!. 1!:1 l:eo"2 7lol 2Bo8 lo008 .010 
3 3 ~.os 76.2" 23o7" 1.512 o634 
4 II 13o55 89o8 10o1 ~.017 lo259 
----------------~ -J-C---l>-9------~--I-'IOoO-----------o0----·-2o5.!1------------lo883------------
REMAIN!"NG FREQUENCIES ARE ALL ZERO 
STATISTICS OF TRAFFIC QUEUE I~ LANE 13 
TABLE 7 
--- ----ENT-R 1-ES---lN--- TAIItt --· --..MEAN-A=r.'~"'g'------:>S~T-A•N.CARO -OE.¥-1~~-------SUN---OF----AR~~::~ ~~ ------NON_::WE lGH--:-::T-::E:-::0:----
U~PER G~SERVED PER CE~T CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
-------------LHUT----~--Kt.QUf:.l>IC¥---0"----l.CT•L PERCJO.tii-T-AG£. REMAtNDER.......-----OF- MIOAN----- .FROM.MEAN-------
0 14 ~~ o33 23.3 76.6 -.ooo -1-.245 
I 13 :<t o66 44o9 55o0 o55.5 -.553 
~ 14 l:~o33 68o3 31o6 Ioiii ol38 
-----------·------3------------1-.3.. "-1.1>6-----------alloO-----------IOoO----------lob<>b----------•830-
4 2 ~o33 9.Jo3 6o6 2o222 lo,22 
5 4 f:o66 10t"oJ oO 2o777 2o214 
REMAINING F~EQUENCIES AkE ALL ZE~O 
----· ----------·· -------------------··------------------------------------··--------------- ------




STATISTICS OF TRAFFIC QUEUE IN LAN~ 21 
TABLE 6 
·-·ENl'AIES-lN- TA~----~~.N'L.------Ii'>T41A""N'~0-.~11·1-AT-I.ON-~--- ·--·-SU~-AAGUMENTS-------
59 3o355 1o945 1915.000 NON-WEIGHTED 
U~PER OBSERVED PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 




4 t.77 6.7 93.2 -.oco -1.725 
8 13.55 2C o3 79o6 o297 -lo211 
,9 l~e25 35o5 64o4 ·.595 -.697 




10 16o94 69e4 30o5 lol91 · o331 
9 15o25 64.7 l5o2 lo489 .843 
7 llo86 96o6 3o3 1o787 lo359 
---·-·-·-···---··-- ·---- --·--L-- --+-------1.-.-b. 8.;1 .J-t.-------~o08~---~--·lo87~---------
8 
REMAINING FREQUENCIES 
l lo69 · IOOoO oO 2o363 2o387 
ARc ALL Lr.FW 
STATISTICS OF TRAFFIC QUEUE IN LANE 22 
TA8L(; .-l.J-. 




STANCARO DEVIATION SUN.OF ARGUMENTS 
lo 289 145 oOOO NON-WEIGHTED 
-- -~~:r:-----~~~~~:a-T~~~~--~~~!~~-----~~~~~~~ M:;'F T !~~~ ----~~~!A~~~~------~--
C •) .oo .o to.,.o -.ooo -1.906 
I 14 ~3o72 23oT 76o2 o40b . -1~130 
.. --- -···--· --·-- ,_ '5..5 9. 40.6-----·-·81.1----- ------·3SS. 
3 IS ~5.42 84.7 15.2 1.220 o420 
4 3 5.06 89.8 IOol lo627 J o196 
5 4 fo77 96o6 3o3 2o034 lo972 
·- b -· ·---- --··---2-----~38 100 ·~---- -----o4- - 2-.44.l----·------·2•7"8--------
REMAINING FREQUENCIES ARt ALL ~tRD 
---------- ---------
STATI~TIC5 OF TRAFriC QUEUE IN LANE 23 
TAHLE 14 
CNTIUES. IN. TAdLE-·----·----l!IC:.AN__.Ail..:&uM.CblL 
60 o363 NON-IIEIGHTED 
U,:>PE~ UDSERVED PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATI.VE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
·-·-- LII41T -·-·-F.Rl.U.UEN.CL ____ ___J)E__'IJ:.T.ALI -----'~-.T.AGE.. __ _REMAlliiDER ______ OF .MEAN ... __ .f'ROM HEAN. _________ _ 
o 40 tf.b6 66.6 33oJ -.ooo -.625 
I 18 ~9.99 96o6 JoJ 2ob08 lo005 
2 1 lo66 98o3. lo6 5o.i!l7 2o637 
- .. ·--·--···· 3 -···--.---- ·---4------- lob6 .1.0.0..0.--~--·------ --•0---.. ·· ..... _7.826 .. - .. --·• ·---·••268 
RtMAINING FREQUENCIES ~Rt ALL ZERO 
·-----·-··-------·----------·------
STATISTICS OF T~AFFIC QU~Uc IN LANE 31 
TABLE 15 
-- ------ ciiHR IES l"l- TAabE---------"4CAN .AR<01114F.N+-
59 1o915 
UPPER OBSERVED PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
----- -- ---- --- --1.-HU-T- ---l=~Ni.i,;C~Y'---...jQ;uF~CTA<I. PER<:ENTAGGol;iE----R~E~I414UNOER----__QF- .. MEA116-------F.AQI4 ---~AN 
o 4 6.77 b.7 Y3o2 -.ooo -1.667 
I 20 ~:lo89 AOof>' 59oJ o522 -.796 
2 18 :!CoSO 7lol. 28o8 lo044' o073 
------3--------'----~.;1'-----«•v-.l~--------'93..2 o7. loli66- ------•944------------
4 3 SoC'8 98.3 lo6 2o0:18 lo815 
!> 0 oOO 98o3 lo6 2o610 2o686 
6 I lo69 IOCoO oO lol32 lo556 
------~E.CA 1-Nl.biCO.-F-AECUENC.~c~~--1.1...-<Z~EE'RRtlU~----------------------- ------
---------S-TATIST I GS.--OF- T-AAF-F~Iiv&--1,-lN'I--lLLAt,~NiiE;.-.;~----------,--­
TABLE 18 
ENTRIES IN TABLE MEAN ARGUMF.NT STANCARO DEVIATION SUM OF ARGUMENTS. 
--------- ---- - -···---- S9 ---- ----_____.~7 -------1-.~0------------ -- ~6.00-G------- -----NIJN-WE*GHT£0-----
UPPER 
LIMIT 
OBSERVED PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
· FRE.uU~NCY OF TOTAL PERCENTA.GE REioiAINOER OF !olEAN FROM MEAN - --- ..... --- -- --------.- ., .. ~------15--..26-------' 1-So-2~---- --~4.7--------oOOG--------·-Io J26-· 
I 
2 
<!2 .37.28 52o5 47o4 o614 -.511 
Ill ~1 oS'l 83o0 l6o9 lo229 o304 
3 4 6o77 89o8 lOol lo843 lo119 
--------- ---. - ---------- ·- ------~,._ _____ ,._..:J.~-------96-o-6 - -3.:1 2 •• 511 -------&-.934----~-
5 
REMAINING FREQUENCIES 
2 .3.38 100.0 .o 3.072 2o749 
ARE ALL LC~O 
-----------~-
STATISTICS OF TRAFFIC QUEUE IN LANE 33 
- -TAOLE --21-
ENT~IES IN lAdLE 
6-) 
MF.AN ARGUMENT 
1. 5 33 
STANDARD OEVIATICN 
I· 371 
SUM OF ARGUMENTS 
Y2o000 
.. --- --·.. _ UPPER---------cOb-Sci<V;;;.u, ___ ....P-.EILCI:lliT----'C~• ... UUJLJ>.T.IVE-----CU.I4ULAT.IVE------14UL.T IPLE-
LIMIT FRE:.OUENCY OF TCTAL PERCENTAGE REMAINDER OF MEAN 
a 16 ~6.66 :>6.6 73.3 -.ooo 
1 19 <1o66 58o3 4lo6 ob52 
NON-WEIGHTED 




-- -·--·-·---- .2.. -1~-----1~6 .7.io.o.'iL--------2So()___ ____ lo30"" ---·----·- o340 .. 
3 8 I3o33 88o3 llo6 lo956 
4 b 'io99 98o3 lob 2o608 








----.-------- - ---------- -- -
STATISTICS CF TRAFFIC QuEUE I~ LAN~ 41 
TAOLE 22 
- tli!TIUE.S-.I.N- TA6LE.--------1>4EAI~ AR!';I!UEbll:-.------'S~T ... A .. N-..D"AQI)_--Ot;;V-1-.f.T-1-0N---- S"M OF --ARGUMENT$----------· ... --------------
59 .2o81'!1 1o722 170.000 NON-WEIGHTED 
UPPER O~SERVED PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
------------UlUJ.__£-'UoQ.UEUC.¥ F- ~l.J.A<l.L-'----'D'"Et:.><R~T Ag -----RE.MAl NDER-' F.-MI;AN---~OM- MEAN---------
0 7 11.86 11o8 8Bo1 -.ooo -1.672 
1 6 10ol6 22o0 77o9 o~47 -lo092 
.2 10! · 2~o33 42o3 57o6 o694 -o511 
--- ------------ --.:! ·----------lO.-------l£...'4 9.-3-- ---40o6------lo 041-- -----·-- •068----------
4 l.J C2.03 Bl • .l 18.6 le368 e649 
5 9 15o25 96o6 3o3 1o735 lo229 
6 1 1o69 98o3 1•o6 2o082 lo810 
---·---- --- ---- ---~ ~- o69 J-0~. .2-o42SI ----2e:J90 
REMAINING FREUUENCIES ARE ALL ZERO 
-- ---------------·---------
STATISTICS CF TRAFFIC QUEUE IN LANE 42 
TABLE 25 
--- E.NT.Rl.E.S- IN .. TA.3LE------~~~ME.NT--~-O£.ll-l..oU.l-ON-----------SU~--ARGUMENTS------· 
59 2o l.JS 1o464 126 oOOO NON-WE IGHTEO 
UPPER GHSER~ED PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
·--------·-- -- -·--LUUT -----l'~Uii.NC¥ OF .liHA·L'----PO><C.ERCE.N.TAGE----RE.MAI.NOER------~F--MEAN- ----£ROM MEAN. 
0 7 11.66 llo8 88ol -.ooo· -1.457 
1 15 ~5.42 37o2 62o7 o468 -o775 
2 13 <12o03 59o3 40o6 o936 -o092 
--------------------- -----~-- :z_____ ____ ;;.a.al. s--1--------~l.a --1o404---------- .590-----
4 4 6o77 94o9 SoO lo87;J loi:!72 
5 l lo69 96o6 3o3 2o341 lo955 
6 1 lo69 98oJ 1o6 2o8C9 2o638 
-· 7 -------- ------1-----------1-..b: ~.0----------..4-·----·--.3o27Z-.-- ~.320.---------
REMAINING FkEwUENCIES ARC ALL ZERO 
·----------------·--- -·-- ------
STATISTICS CF THAFFIC QUEUE IN LANE 43 
TABLE 28 
---- ---•-ENTiilES- IN TA3l..I0------------114E.AN. -Al<<OUMEN.T------SlANCA.RD- OE-V-.l.U:UlN-- ---------SUM .. OE.-AR!iUioi[:;NTS----- -
oO 1o399 lo136 64o000 NUN-WE I <OHTEO 
U~PE~ OBSERV~D PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
--------~Uti T ------i:'l'U..QUi::N.CY----1l-E.-IC.TAL----~E.RCENT.AG£ -------REIIAlNOER-----~-- MEAN-_ --.--FROM MEAN----------.---
0 13 <1.66 2lof> 7Bo3 -.ooo -1.231· 
1 23 ~e.~J 59o9 40o0 o714 -.351 
2 15 ;:s.oo 1'!4.9 15o0 •.• 428 o527 
.J ------O---------S • .9.9. ,.._.!l.-----.-----Se0---·------2o.142---- _ lo40.7 ___ .. ------··--
4 2 3o33 98oJ lo6 2o857 2o287 
5 1 lo66 lOOoO oO 3o571 3o167 






OUTPUTS OF THROUGH TRAFFIC TRAVELING TIME 
122 
----------------- -~- ---~------------------------- --- ------------------------
TnAOUGH TRAFFIC TRAVE~L~~~ TIM~ IN LANE II 
TABLE 2 
E:Nl R l e;> I'll - T AoL£------ -----Mb-A.>I---A~ME-N l- ----lS>T~~-NCA~O-.-:l:i \t-1 AU 0111------- ---- SU~--OF---AR:OUMC.NTS----- .. ---~- --- ------------------
109 19.0~5 1<:o390 2C77o00"~ NON-wEIGHTED" 
UPPER DBS~RVEO PeR CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE OEVIATION 
. ---1..-lloll f ---1'-k<.OUL.'IC-Y-------Of-~CT-AL------Jo"'-t;.f;.RCE>HAG-e-----REMAINOER-----OF- MEAN- -----.FROM. MF.AN!"---~~----
4 o .co .~ tJJ;o .2)9 -1.215· 
::;, ;:.:·r ;3.'.i4 33.~ 06.0 .41<J -.B92_ 
12 11 l"J .cq 44.C ss • ....; .o2.9: -.5b9· 
----16- --------------.I.J------------~ ... 50-- --.o+O .~---·__:_ ______ 50 ... 4 ------- ..• 0..$9.--------------• 246-
2~ 5 4.53 54.1 45.8 1.049 .076, 
24 7 ·t.42 oo.s 39.4 1.259 .399 
2:l 13 l1o92· 12o4 27o5 1o469 o721 
- ------------- .;;a----------------l-~--------'--l--1---'l~ -'82-.S------------l-7o4-------1o679 l-o04""".---~ 
36 n. 7.33 89.9 • !OoO lo8ti9 1.367 
40 t.. e.so 95.4 4.5 2.')1i9 1.690 
44 4 ~.6,5 99o') o9 2o309 2o013 
--48 - ---------· --i------~9t,--'-----'---l~..4-----c--·----'-·---~.O------ "2.-SI~- ---2o330--------
REMAINING fA~QuENCl~S ARE hLL ZERO 
----------------·------ ---------- -----------------
------------------------------·-----------------
THRQ~Grl T~AFFIC TRAVELLING TIME IN LA~~ 12 
TAY_E:: 5 
--ENT~!S~i -IN .:tA~.k...=:----------~k~t.t~~~~F.".;t._ · ---~SH"T-""-"CAR~-11-l..Af-~~N---------~~1"----AR<>-.IME>H-5----· --·- -- -------· -··--· -
?':<So 21.030 14o378 4415oilCO NUN-WEIGHTED 
i.,;~r--f>l. 






Cc5:.o-III,:D PER CE>;T CUMULATIVE CU~IULATIVE MULTIPLE OEVlATlON 
... : .• - ... F.Rb.l.U~;-..<:Y.-----OF--l.;;::f.AL------PCRCEN.TO:.G£::---------Rt;>tAINOER--------~F---MEAN---~--.F.IiiOM McAN---------
0 ar'l0 ., 100.') al85 --1.219 
::.5 2t.}~2 ~6.8 73.1 • .371 -.941 
1~ t.J4 33o1 6-">od .:>::,7 -o!>63 
------~-----~ --l~ .. J_\J.__ .• A:t. .. .J-------------54-.. o------- --742 ---------~- • .lSS---------
1 1 =. 3o 50 • 7 4 g. 2 • \1 2<> - ol 06 
21 !0.24 6:".9 .39.·') 1.114 .171 
18 • 9a78 t.9.7 30e2 l • .JOO .449 
•-:· --· .. ·------------····-----l.-~ _________ :.... •. ES--------1~ •. :::. .... ~---.. --- ----------- .. .?..4.3--=-----------la"-b~ -------- ....... · .• 72.7--··-------
1+ C:.B ... ~ S2.4 17.~ 1.o71 la0C5 
I..J f-.34 f:i:-<.7 11.2 lo8t>7 lo284 
44 ~) '•-39 lJ3.t o.a 2e04::S la502 
-4<>- --- ------- --"------------1--;::S ... <;;S.l---- .A.B---------- 2.228--------------loB40 
:;,~ 0 ;"'\..... ~5.1 4.8 2.414 2.118 
:;.., 10 4.87 toc.o .? z.ooo '2.396 
F~~QU~N~!CS A~~ A~~ LE~O 
-------·-····--- ··---------·- ---. -- ---·--------·-·--·--- ---
TH~OW~H TRAFFIC TRAV~LL!N~ T!M~ lN LAN~ ~1 
TAdLE 9 
E"-T"' 1 ;;:s IN r :.e~Lc. --------- ... ..;.:;..AN-A><:ou>~E•H------------ST ANCA><o- DE VI A:r IGN ·---SUM OFARGUMENTS-
5044.00-J 212 26.622 13.6154 NON-WEIGHTED 
U~?E~ CB~ERYED PER CFNT CUM~LATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
---··----LI ,.,1 T. ·--~«-LUU-U.4-><----~F-:t.G.T-A~-----P-EilCti:NTAGFE-- !lEMA I NOER- ----OF- >lEAN-------- .FRi,lN NEAN ---------
4 ... ··')O .ry 10,1'.:) .150 -1.655 
a 15 1.c1 7,., 92.9 .3:><l -I.3t>2 
1:> ~7 1C.73 19.8 BO_.l .4~0 -1.010 
lO··~·---------------·--l .. ·------·--8 .. o;,0-----·-.-------2.b. 7---~---- "71•2--- ----M .bCIO ---.777----------
"="!C ld E.4g 37.2 02.7 .751 -.464 
24- 19 5.96 46.2 tiJ.7 .901 -.191 
25 • 2.6 12.2o 56.4 41.5 1.051 .100 
-·------···- . .;;z ----------U---------il-.~1.-,-- bo-S-------------3.'1o4----------1o2Cl .393----------
3& 16 7.54 74.0 25.9 1-~~2 .b86 
40 12 5.6u· 79.7 20.2 t.~oz .979 
44 10 4 .7.1 64.4 15.5 1.6::>2 1.271 
--- 48---~---------- --···1 0--------------&,.4-Q..-------~2.-9---- -- .. :.7 • .0 1.802 1. 564-- ----------
52 13 Col3 99,:) o9 1,<;;53 lo657 
::io 2 o94 100 oO oO 2ol03 ·2.149 
REMAI"'IN~ FAE~UE~CIES AR~ ALL ZCRQ 
·-- ..... ----------------·-- .. ·-------------------------------·----- ---------------------
-----·~-------
Th~OUGH T~AFFIC TRAV~LLIN~ Tl~E IN LANE ~~ 
TAdLE 12 
aNT.~ I i.::S 6 N ';".~.JLO:::- -·---·-------- --:.4C:-A~..J--AJ.4.:.i.U.:.4€~T-
24~ 25.~~3 
---S~T..r.· -~AI<C.-.ll::i:\1 ;.A T.J ;:lN.----------
13o246 
-SUM-CF--AR.;.UMtNTS --· ------- .... - --··--· ----·-·-· 
6444oOCO NON-~EIGHTEO 
UPPEM OESERVE0 PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
-- -- L' .. \l.T. .F-,.:;QUr.;..~C'I'----D..<:__f.CTA.!..L----<P....,ERCEN:.A.:>F.-------IH.;:.'~A-1 NOER-----UF .... M!OAN-.-- ----F$1Cic. NEA~ 
4 Q .co .o 100.0 .1':>3 -1.<>59 
~ 7 i: .02 2.d ~7.1 .307 -1.357 
!2 4S 13.14 2.C.q 7t:J.O .401 -l.C55 
-lV -~------------~-- -.2~- ~-- ---~•-~ 30.~-·-·-----··--· 6Q.7.. -"--.6-15 ----------- --.7;)3----------
2 .:- (:_ 6 1 r: • 4 8 4 0. 7 59. 2 • 7 69 -. 4 51 
.2.:t- 23 LJ.27 49.9 so.o .923 -.149 
d.--1 24 r.;.67 59.6 40.3 1.077 .152 
. .;.2.·-·---------1-4--------7-.ZS __ _,_ ____ .6C:..9---------33.:) ·-----------1-• 2.31- -------- ---•-45o4-
Jo 14 5.64 72..5 27.4- 1 • .)85 .75b 
40 27 IC,A8 B3,4 16,5 1.5~9 1,C58 
44 12 4,83 ss.J 11.6 1.6~3 1.360 
48.------------·----1.3--------.;_•2A -------'93.~-----·-·------ ..... - 6.4------------1,847 .... ------=---1.662------·---
~2 14 s.64 99.1 .a 2.1)01 1.964 
5o 0 .80 1::10.0 .0 2.155 2.266 
~EMAINING FR~CU~NCI~S A~= ALL ltRO 
-~-------------- -----
THkGUGH TqAFFlC T~~Vt~~ING TIME IN ~A~E ~1 
TAuLE 1o 
----E-NTR I C>l>--1 N-- ::r A<!Lc--·----- -----:.IG-Ai>I-...:.RGUio4-f<;.jl:l:------..:&>.+:r~~;A=--tli.;.II'-JA-T .. ION ·-·---· '-·----$UM .QF--ARIOUMS:NTS -·------------ ·--·~ --· ----------
15C 2"'-·1·,5 1:3. Q74 3-lH>oOOO NON-WEIGHTED 
UPPE,{ GGSERV<O'-' PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DIOVIATION 
-------------- -'1.-ll-ll·T --------F-I'<i...(~U€.'<-CY-------01"---'r-Cl-Al. ----S'P'Iif-RCEN-T-A:.E----REi•441NDE:< -----CI' --Mi:.AN ------FRCM-- lo4S:4N--
4 !:) .c, .o 100~0 .180 -1.J64 
o 43 :<e.6o 28.6 71.3 .361 -I.07d 
1~ . 7 . 4.66 33.3 66.6 .~42 -.773 
16 ------------l-i-------7--.-J..'l- --4G .. 13.-- -------- -.S9.3----------------e723---- --.46-7-----------
2;) 12 . 7 • :)9 4H • 6 5.1 • 3 • 9C4 - • l 61 
24 1~ 7..99 56.6 43.3 t.ous .144 
23 IC 6.66 63.3 36.6 lo26o .4SO 
--------------- ----- ..>2------ ___ _:_-1-6 ~1..-J--------28. 6---------l. .447-------- -- .-756--· -----------
30 16 10.~6 81.9 18.0 1.628 1.062 
4·J 14 <;;.:n 91·3 8.6 1.809 1o368 
44 8 ~.33 '96e6 .3.3 leQ90 le674 
-4-'i -- - ---------';;-- ;>-.-~,-------K'0-.-0---·----~----------.'}----------2-.171---------l-.98~----------
R~MA!NING FR~~U~NC!ES ARE ALL Zt~O 
---·-- ----------------------------
THROUGH T~AFF!C TRAVELLING TIME IN LANE l2 
TABLE 1~ 
E;Hi<:;;s _J;~ "-'"'-"----------- ---~AN .. .u;,Gu.\\S~T-------SIA.~.t.lol~EV-I-AT..lCN----------- --- .SUM--<lF---ARGU14ESTS- --------- ---
;73 .21.456 - l3obE7 J712.00C NON-WEIGHTED 
UPPER COS~RVED PER CE~T CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIP~E DEVIATfON 
--L!.'-IU------F-RU..U£1>i_CY ___ -l)E-.. TUXAI..-------S2~UG£------REMAINOE'I------OF-Mi:.AN---------FRO/o4->1EAN-----------
4 0 ,•JO o? 100.0 ol!.IO -1.275 
8 :'>1 2<;.47 29.4 70.~ .372 -.983 
12 lO . 9.24 .J8.7 61.2 .559 -.6~0 
-lo- -----------l.C.------- --5.--7U--------44.5.-----------5~.4 ------------------.74!J.----------------- .. 3Ci-8------------
2.0 13 ll 7.51 52.:') 47.9· .932 -.106 
L4 ~ 4 • 6.2 56 ,. 6 4 3 • 3 1 • 1 t a • 1 as 
..!!:3 1-+ e.t')9 61J..7 J5.2 1.304 .478 
----~2------------l-6-----------~--+-.--------23.g__ __________ ----26 • .0---~------l-.4-91----- ------- --- .• 77-C------ ----
Jo · lC 5.7d 79.7. 2'Je2 1.677 l.Ob2. 
" 1 1 .2 e • "3 86. 7 1 3. 2 1 • 864 1 • 354 
"-""' 15 a.67. 9S.J 4.6 2.050 le647 
46------------------ -·'1-------4.62--- -IOC-.'l----- ----- ..• c ------ ---~.0!;37---- ·c---l.Q-39-----------




--------------------------------- ---.- -- -------------------
THROUGH TRA~FIC T~AVELL!~G TIM~ IN LANE 41 
TAOLC: 23 
- ENTi!IES- l>.i--TAJLE 
247 
-----:-:E-A" A;<;.;u;-1 E;H..:.-.. -----S-T-AN-CAl'Hl--O~V---1 AT I ON 
23.a25 12.~70 
·· --SU.Ioi-OF-- AI<GUMEI.,U"S-- ---------- -----------
5885e0CC NON-WEIGHTED 
U?~tR OuSERV~D Pc" CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
---------··--·---· ---- L l.._, IT--·"··--·---· Fi<!i":.J!iNC¥-----OF---l't",t AL.-PC.RCE.NT AGI;.------.l<E.MAlNOER -----Oi'---M~A,.,._----F~O~-MEAN. -------
4 o .oo .o tee.-~ .to7 -.1.577 
ti 5 ~.·?2 2oJ 97o9 o33t> -1.258 
i.<. 50 ~C.24 22.2 77,7 .503 -,940 
----10--- ---~---4-":!------10.~--;1 --38.4--------------- Ol.S. ·-------- .071 ~------•-----•622--------------
20 21 s.s, 46.9 sJ.o .639 -•304 · 
24 26 llo33 S8o2 41,7 loC07 o013 
2~ 27 1~o<l3 69,2 30.7 lollS o332 
------------ .32. __ :__ _____ 1--l---------...:0..4S-~------~---73.U-------- ------~----26.3------- 1 • .34.3------ ---.650-------------
3:..'> 14 =:.~o 7'9.3 20.6 1.~10 e9b0 
..:. . .:;. !.:::> 6.07 85.4 14.5 t.07ts 1.286 
44 17 6.88 92o3 , 1ob 1,846 lobC4 
·--·---- -· --------· ·- 4& -------------"-------::-2-3· -95.5----------·-- 4.4------·-· 2.0 14----·--···----- .. J.923-------
::.2 9 .:J,64 99.1 .e 2.1e2 2.241 
::io 2 .eo 100,,, .o 2o3:00 2o559 
REMAINING FREQU~NC!~S AKE ALL ZE~O 
TrlROUGrl T~AFFIC T~AVLLLI~~. TIME IN ~ANS 42 
TABL..L 2f'-~ 
- --E,.,;TR IC: S. IN -.T -"«Li;.. ------ -------1.'0-t.t.< -A-il<>V;J-=..-.T--------Sl'-ANC..>.RO-OEI/l-A-1'-1-CN---------S<J,.-{)I't.--AAGU~o~EN-T .S--
i!'t>O ~ .... !84 13.29.2 OOV7.CCO 
~PPEK C~SERVE0 P~W C~~T CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPL~ DEVIATION 
.LIM! T .E.I',L.;uC:<.CY---.CE-.LC.lAL DERC:~'!TAc;.r:; ______ J<(MAt NO.:: .:I ------GF. MEAN-------FROM ./olEAN 
4 • .:~ .'J l:)J.O .161 -1.~63 
!l 17 5o'Jl Oo'J 93,•1 oJ22 -lo262 
lC: :03 C 1.54 . 2A.4 7le5 e484 -.~61 
---------·- 1-a ---~------··-----2-1----..------E-.~3---------'lb •. (;, _________ ..Q..J.O.---------- ---4045--------,--- .......... 660---------
20 19 7.72 44.7 · 55e2. e306 -.359 
2.:.. lh 7.31 52.0 47.9 .968 -.059 
28 10 c.so 58.5 41.4- 1.129 .241 
32 .. -----------1.7-----·----.li..o<;ll... b.5o4------· ---34oS..------··--loZ91 .. --------·--o:>42------·--
36 27 l-'J.Q7 7C.4 2.3.5 1.452' ed43 
41J 25 1C.l6 86.5 13.4 1.013 1.144 
""'4 14 ~.o·; 92 • .::: 7.7 1.175 t.445 
4..3.. ·----------3-----------.le2. <iSe-5-------·--------- .4 •. 4--------·· l.-.-36-- --- ----" --le-746--
5<:: i:! 3.2;; 'Jtlo7 1.2 2eO'ii6 2o047 
Su 2 .81 99.5 e4 2.259 2e348 
b·J I o40 IOCoO .0 0<.420 2.649 





OUTPUTS OF RIGHT TURN TRAFFIC TRAVELING TIME 
127 
-- -- --- ---------- - ·-·--- ----- ----------------------------·-- .. - ... - - ·-- .. -------------- ---- -·- -
~IG~T-TURN T~AFFIC TRAV~LLING TIME IN LA~~ II 
TAcLE 3 
·ENTRIES IN T4dLE--- -------ME.-AN---4RGU>4EN-T-- ------<lili-TT-A-NCA.RD--OiOV I AT ~ON--·----
13.167 
- ---SUI'I-OF--ARGUMENTS-
1576.000 79 19o949 NUN-WE I GHTED 
UPPE~ GoSERV~D P~R CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
L.H-11 T -~>«.QU.i;..~Y------<;IJUF'- T-OT-AL~---<P-E~R~C;GiiN-TAGF.---.--l'IEMAI NDI'OR -------- QF -MEAN ·---FRQM -MEAN---'----
4 .j 3.79 3.7 96.2 .zoo -1.211 
6 2.:! .<7.84 31.6 68.3 -.40.1 -.907 
I<! 7 €o86 40.5 S9o4 o601 -.603 
16 -------------<}- ·12 0.6--------49.3-------·60<!---·---------.299 
20 5 l:o32 56.9 43.0 1.002 o003 
24 1 1.26 58.2 41.7 1.203 .307 
28 ·.6 7o59 65o8 34ol lo403 o611 
-30!------------- -11 77 • .;t.--------~---<Z:z. 7------1.604-------··----- .915---
36 9 llo3? 68o6 llo3 1o804 1o218 
40 • 3 3o79 92o4 7o!j 2o005 lo522 
44 4 !io06 97o4 2o5 2o205 lo826 
----- --····· --· ··---------- --4-8-------- :i!o53 104-.4--------~--.0.----.....<Z--.oo----·· -·------- ___ .;z •. a.JO .. -----------· ---
REMAINING FREQU~NCIES ARE ALL ZERO 
------- --------·--- ---------------------'------------------
RIGHT-TURN T~AFFIC T~AVELLING TIME IN LA~E 21 
TABLE lJ 
'NT K UoS-l N--Uili..E------~AN-ARGU~-------lii~-'4" .... cc..o ....,PU0;)...1Dli.lt-I-AT-IQN ------ ---$U~---ARGv!OEN-T-S -- ·-· -·- -··- · 
118 27.€64 13o1b0 32tldo000 NON-WEIGHTED 
UPP(~ OBS(RVEO PE~ CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
_____________ ...:_ ___ -------L1.;•11-T .... ------E--.E.U~'ICY OE-l.CIAI.L----'D"-Et:..>iWuC;.~E""NT-AGti:-----RUCAINDL;R-------<Ji' MtoAN ---- F~ON Mf::AN 
4 Q oO'l .0 10-'J.O ol43 . -1.813 
tl 10 8.47 8o4 9lo5 o2tl7 -lo5C9 
12 10 € .• 47 16.9 83.0 o430 -1.2C5 
io ···-·-------1.3------ll.:l-l -27.11--.. ---------72.0 ------- .• 5741- --.. --.-.901--~--------
2) !I 6.77 34.7 !>5.2 .717 -.!j97 
2,. 8 6o77 41o5 !>8o4 o8bl -.293 
2~ 11 9o32 50oll 49ol lo004 o010 
.. 32---- ..1.---·------'i....J .b0o..l.--------39o8 ----··---lo146- ----------o.H-4-
3b 13 11.,1 71ol 26.8 1o291 o618 
4C 9 7o62 78.~ 2lol lo435 o922 
"4 10 Eo47 -87o2 12o7 lo579 lo22b 
--4/S -- _______ Q..._. --·---..7 .62- ·~Q... _____ ------- s. 0---------- 1 .• 7 22--- --------& .• 5.30-
52 
REMAINING ~~EQU~NClES 
b 5oCB 100.0 .o 1o866 lo833 





WlGHT-TU~N THAFFIC T~AVELLING TIME IN LA~E 31 
TABLE 17 
ENT Rl ES- 1-N-- T AULE-- --------14E-A~-Al'lGI#Jo4F.-l'IT- ---~6;.'1"T-AN"-4AO- 06-V-IA-T ION---- --·-···-SUM-'IF---ARGUMENT.S.---------- ----------------
2d 2.3.928 1Jo960 670o000 NON-WEIGHTED 
UPP~R OBSERVED PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
-----------b~IT----~-RWW:l>I~Y Cf'"-+L-TAb PERC:IiiNTAGf>'----Rir~AINOER~~f'-MEAN----F-RG"'--NEAN---------
4 0 .CO o'l IOOo'l ol<>7 -1.427 
8 8 ~8.57 26o5 7lo4 o334 -lol40 
I.! 1 3 • 57 :32. I 6 7 • 8 • f> 0 1 - • 854 
------------ ----lo-- 0- .• o~---"----..32.1- 67.8------- ouoll--------.567---- -----
20 2 7ol4 39o2 60o7 o!l35 -o2BI 
24 4 l4o28 53o5 46o4 lo002 o005 
2d 2 7ol4 60o7 39o2 1ol70 o291 
-- -----· ----······- -----32- --·----.3--~-0-...?l' -'T1-o4 --28o:O---------l-o-.;s37-----------573-----------
3ti I ~.57 74o9 25o0 1of>04 o864 
40 3 IOo7l 8So7 14o2 lob71 lol51 
44 2 7ol4 92o8 7ol lot;JB lo437 
------4a ------.------~-----~.....! 4-0oO 2.005--·------ -- --l-.~4------
HEMAINING FR~QUENClES AHE ALL ZtRO 
RIGHT-TU~N TRAFrlC TRAVELLING TIME IN LAhE 41 
TABLE 24 
-----IONTRlES--lN---TAdLE----~~l'l~~- ----liii'Ti:-A.u!N~--OI>VI-A-'f-1-0N--------SU~--ARGUNEN-T~----- ----. -· ---------
93 22.752 llo949 2116oOOIJ NON-WEIGHTED 
UPPEH OBSERVED PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
---L1>41T--------F-REQ~Y----Or--l!H.M....----I'IP-IiE_.R~C:;;;Eo,<NTAGE----RI;;J4AI-NDER-----~.;F-14EAN---f'ROM- MF.AN-'----
4 C oO!') o? 100o? o175 -1o5b9 
t! I loC7 1o0 98o9 o351 -1o2J4 
12 .'JO :<2.25 3Jo3 66o6 o527 -.899 
---lb----------4 -8o40- 4loQ.- --58o0--------- · o7C.J---· ----- -•5<>5 
2-J 9 So67 5lo6 48oJ od79 -o230 
24 9 9.67 6lo2 38o7 lo054 ol04 
2J 7 7o52 68otl J1ol lo2.JO o439 
-------~----- --- ·-· ---~2----------l:i- .a.6. 7.7.4-------22.5--------1.401>------------·773 
36 5 5.:H 82o7 l7o2 lo5B2 1o108 
40 8 e.6{1 91o3 Bob 1o7S8 1o443 
44 3 ~.22 94o6 5o3 lo933 1o77t! 
------------------------48-----------~-- • 7- a .. .J · ·-109--------2 .. 1&2--------· 
52 2 2olS 100o0 oO 2o2B5 2 ••• 7 
REMAINING FllEOUENCIES ARE ALL ZERO 





OUTPUTS OF LEFT TURN TRAFFIC TRAVELING TIME 
130 
LE~T-TURN TqAFFIC TRAVELLINU TIMe F~CM L~~~ 12 
TAtlLE 6 
-- ---- ENTI-IIES- IN TARLio --- ---------MEAN--A~GU04Et-. l'------ -----1SS:TT,AN~O -nEV-I AT ION--- - · -SU14--0F ARGUioiENTS ----- -----· 
Ill 37o027 17o312 . 411 o o:lOO NON-WEIGHTED 
UPPc~ OBSEHVCO PCR C~~T CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
----1.-l>!lT -- -------F~Ui_:~~----{IF-T-0-TAL.---~~NT~E----"E.>~AlNOt.R----~---IoiEAN--------FioiO>I loiCAN--------------
4 ':> oO') ol) 100.<) ol08 -lo907 
8 2 lo'lO loS 98ol o216 -lo676 
I.:! o e.4'l 7.2 92.7 • .J24 -1.445 
.. --I i>- __ __:___ __________ S ---------4 oSO --------11 o 7------------- 61lo2 ---------·- o432 --1o 214- ··---- ---------
2) 10 'ioO'J 20o7 79o2 o!:>40 -o"J83 
24 7 E o30 27o0 72o9 o648 -.752 • 
28 b 5o40 • 32o4 67o5 o 75b -.521 
----·-...J2- ·--------1-..ii'! C....Sl- 3e-2---------56e7 --------·--ett.u4- ---~---.290 
36 7 6o3'J 49o5 50o4 · o972 -.059 
4() S 7o20 56o7 43o2 lo080 o17l 
44 II 'io9'J 66o6 33o3 loiS!! o402 
------- -· --·- ----------48- _____,._ .<O~t 74o-7-------•--25o2------- lo290----------- o633-
:>2 7 lio30 81o0 18o9 · lo404 oS64 
56 6 So40 86o4 1Jo5 lo512 "lo095 
6C 4 3o60 90o0 9o9 lo620 lo326 
------· ------------- ------------64----------3- -2~:r::> 2-o1-------- ---7-o2--------lo728 ----------lo558 ---------
6<1 5 4o'50 97o2 2o7 lo836 lo789 
72 2 lo80 99o0 o9 lo944 2o020 
76 0 oOC 99o0 o9 2o052 2o25l 
80 ----~ • -99.~------------.9---------- 2ol60 -----·---- ·2o482 
84 0 oOO 99o0 o9 2o2b!l 2o713 
.sa 0 .oo 99o0 o9 2.376 2o944 
92 1 o90 lOOoO oO 2o484 3ol75 
------WEMAl-NIN.O.--I'._EQUi>N(;~-ARC: •1.1. .Z& ------------------
-- ------ --· -- -------~------------
LEFT-TU~N TqAFFIC TRAVELLING TIMe FROM LA"E 22 
TAbLE 13 
------ENl .. IES--1"1--:r.<WLl::- ------'145-At~...N-+---- ----11ii'TMA#>ONi~;OI.t.4~11-I-A--T-t-ON---- --- --- ~UM--QF--AI\~>VMtNT-&- ----·--
25 39. 199 2lob25 9!l0o000 NON-WEIGHTED 
Ui>PER OBSERVED PE~ CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE , DEVIATION 
-·-------·-··----~1-J.IIT-------l"i.t~~ OF l-Cl'l. Pii:~N-fAGE- -C.-I<IAINDE.R F--MEAN-----'-----fLR&;IM ME.AN-
4 0 .00 oO IOOoO ol02 -loo27 
8 · 0 oi'JO oO IOOoO o204 -lo442 
12 I 3o99 3o9 96o0 o306 -io257 
------- ------ ---------l<>------- o9->1-- p;o •. ;~ -aO.O------ o406. 1.072---------
20 2 7o99 27o9 72o0 oSlO -otl87 
2-+ · 2 7o'l9 35o9 64o0 oOI~ -o702 
28 2 7o99 43o9 56o0 o714 -.517 
_ ---···- ------------------------_;«! 1--------,o-'lQ.. -47oQ ----52o0-------otll6--------- -.332 
.So 1 J.<;'l 5lo9 4Bo'l o918 -.147 
4') I 3o99 55o9 44o0 lo020 o036 
44 1 3o99 59o9 40o0 lol22 o221 
---- 4-a-----------l-------3~9 3o-'ol-----------36o0--------·lo224------·---~40o-
52 I 3 o99 67o9 32o0 lo 326 o59l 
5o 1 3e9<l 7le9 28e0 le428 e776 
oO 0 .00 71o9 28o0 lo530 o'l61 
64 ·- -----·---1------3-o-9- ~ --24o0- -------1~632--- --=---------l-ol46.--
o8 3 llo99 87o9 12o0 lo734 lo331 
72 i:. 1o99 95o9 4o0 lotl36 lo516 
7& I 3o99 IOOoO ot' lo938 lo701 
---- Ri;04A IN I N:O H~cOUI:NC.It;..;;. . .M<io--AL-l..-.;::Wo<O-----·-----------·-----·--· ------------- ---·-·----- --·-- - -·--·· -----------------
LEFT-TURN TRA~FlC TRAVELLlN~ TIMC FRCM L~hE 32 
TABLE .2J 
ENTI<IES.- IN TABLet;; -------Mi;;-AU -AR..UM!iiN+-___._-------S-T~O~D--O.E-V~A-T-1 CN 
105 35.g61 IBo187 
SUM--QF -AR<OUME:.NT S-------------
3776.000 NON-WEIGHTED 
U~PER OtlSERVEu PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION . 
--LIMIT- -----4'-;u:;Q=N.CY ----.c~~C-T-AI.------'"'~NTAGi:-------><EMA I NllF.R -------OF--MEAN--- -F-ROM MEAN--
4 0 oOO .o_ ICIO.O olll -1.757 
b 5 4'.76 4.7 95.2 .222 -1.537 
12 7 Co06 llo4 Rflo5 o33.J -lo317 
---- ---------------16 ~ 5o7-l-- -17ol--------82o8-----~o444----------lo097-----------
2J 5 '1.76 21.9 78.0 o55o -.877 
24 10' 9o52 3lo4 68o5 ob67 -.657 
2:3 13 12.38 43.8 56.1 - .778 -.437 ------ ---- ------- ~~ ---- 5 ::~6 ~7:~-----,-----~~:;---.--, :ggt--------:~g-----------
40 a 7.61 59.0 4Jo9 loll2 o222 
44 b 5.71 64.7 35.2 .1.223 .441 
48------- -----Q--------..S-.~7 -::t3.-3-------- 26.0- -------J e3-34 ----.-------- ~Obl-
5~ 6 ~.71 79.0 20.9 1.445 .681 
!;<.> 3 2o85 8lo9· l8o0 lo557 lolOI 
bC lC c;.52 91.4 8e5 le6bB le321 
--------------------04------- -----'i1fJ 94-o2 -5o7 lo779-------lo54-1----------
68 3 2o!l5· 97ol 2o8 lo890 lo76l 
72 I .95 98.:> 1.9 2oOC2 1o981 
7o 1 .95 99.0 .9 2.113 2.201 
- ----------------- --- --d/;>---------4-----------~ Q9. ----·9--------~.224----__: --2142-1------
!:14 0 .0:1 99.0 .9 2.335 2o641 
81:1 I o95 IOOoO oO 2o447 2o8ol 




LEFT-TURN TRAFFIC TRAVELLING TIME FROM L~~E '12 
TABLE 27 
--"NTRit':S-lN- TAd~E-------~~AN--Al<_,.UMF.4T------~D--Oii-liiAf(-CN----- ------SUMc.QF-AI<GUMENT-S-----
<:1'1 3do887 16o697 3461o000 NON-JIEIGHTEO 
UPPER OdS~RVE~ PER CE~T CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPL~ DEVIATION 
. ----I. I loll T ____ :__..¥R~.'1.;. F-l-~TA\.----i>~~TAG<>----~--RE-lo4A1-NOE:.Il ------QF MEAN~--FRIH4 MEAN--
4 0 .0') .') I"O.J .102 -2.090 
<:1 I) .00 .') 100.0 .205 -1.850 
12 5 'So?! 5o6 94o3 o.lJ8 -1.611 
---16~ ~------------4----------4.4Q- 1n.1-------- --- t\9.8-------- .411--- -- ------1· 371-
2:> 5 5o61 l5o7 84,2 o5!4 -1.131 
G4 9 1~.11 25.8 74el e6l7 -.tsY2 
28 6 to74 32.5 67o4 o720 -.652 
_ ------- ··-·-- 32 ------------ -3-----------lo37- .3So9------ ---64.0--------- o822 --.412-------------
35 9 1~.11 46o0 53o9 o'l25 -.173 
40 7 7.86 53.9 46.0 le028 .COb 
44 4 4e49 58e4 4le5 lel31 e300 . 
4(:1. ----------------~----------t.. 7-4---------tl5..-1-------------,j4. do----------- 1. ~.34. ·- -----·-··· .046------------
52 " 4.49 69.o 3J.3 1.337 .785 
SQ 1.! 1Jo48 83o1 16o8 lo440 lo025 
60 7 7o86 9lo0 8o9 lo5'12 lo265 
-6-+.-- _ ------------ ---4----------4 .. 4Q..___ ____ QS-.S---~-------4e4----------leo4S--------~- l.S0.4-
68 1 leli! 96e6 3e3 le748 le744 
72 .3 3o37 IOOoO oO lo851 lo964 




OUTPUTS OF VEHICLE ARRIVAL-TIME DISTRIBUTION 
133 
. ---- ---·-··- ·-----·· ---------------·-·-·-------- ----------- ···- -------
ARRIVAL-TIME Jl~TRIBUJIUN FOR VCMICLES I~ LA~E ll 
TABLE 29 
-ENT-RIE5-·-I-N TA -ILIO-- -----ME·A~-A~W>4EN'I'---- STANOARO-OE-V-IAT ICN------· -- ---....UM-~~ -AR(OUI>IENTS--' ................ -----------
188 l8o457 l6o875 3470.0(10 . NON-WEIGHTED 
UPPER OBSERVED PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
-- ... -- -------Ll>o\1 T------F_.,.i..QV.t.~-C\'---...QF--l.CTAb-----E:R-CEUTAGI:i:-----R&;MAINOER -·----01'-- MEAN---------F..COM- MEAN----------
4 36 I.Qol4 l9ol !!Jo8 o2Io -.tl56 
8 .n I 7 • 55 3<:> • 7 6 3 • 2 • 4 3 3 - • 6 I 9 
12 22 11.70 48o4 51.5 •<>~O -.3ll2 
----· ·------·-·---------- 16--- 20 ll-.63 -f>Q.;) ________ .. 40.9 -~------· .806------- -·14~-----
20 15 7o<l7 67o0 32o9 lo083 o091 
24 II 5o85 72o'l 27ol lo300 o328 
28 5 2.65 75.5 24.4 1.~17 .565 
·----------·------32----------l-1 5-.8 -81o.3----------Hio6-----1o733----------o80Z----------
J6 ll 4o25 8~.6 14o3 lo9SO 1o039 
40 7 ~o72 119o3 10o6 2ol67 lo276 
44 5 co65 92.0 7.9 2o383 lo5l3 
------------------- 48----·------4-------2·-1-2 94.1-----------5.8 ----------2.600---·--- --·-·lo750---------
52 I ·o53 94o6 So3 2o8l7 lo-187 
56 1 o53 9So2 4o7 3o034 2o224 
60 3 I o59 96o8 3ol 3o2~0 2o461 
--·-------------64---------~- -o-0 96.~-- .3ol-------~-3o467----------2o698 
68 3 lo59 96o4 loS 3o684 2o9.3S 
72 I o53 98o9 leO 3o900 3o172 
76 0 .00 9llo9 leO 4o I 17 3o4?9 
-·-·------ ·---- ·-·--· ·---dO ---.-4-0 8o4- -l.0-------4o3.J4.---------3•64fo.----------
84 , . 2 1o06 100o0 oO 4o551 3.1U14 
REMAINING FREQUENCIES ARE ALL ZERO 
----- ---·-----------
AloiRIVAL-TIME LliSTklBUTlON FUR VEt1lCLES I~ LANE 12 
TASLE 30 
.ENT iUES. .. l N .. JAoJLE---· ---l>IEAN --.ARGUMZ::"'-l-------'S-T.AHOJU:IO--l)E II l.AT.tQN- _ _.:_·----....SV~OF~RGUMENT-10--- - ----
319 1~oA24 10.449 3453o000 NON-WEIGHTED 
UPPER OUSEPVEO PER CENT CUIIULATIYE CUMULATIVE MUL TlPLE DEVIATION 
.L..IMlf-------i'i<E-QUt.l\IC.\'- OF l.CHAL PE;RCENTAGE:----~MA-1-NOER F .. MfiAN-----F-ROMMIOAN -------
<t 112 ~~.10 35ol 64.11 o369 -.o53 
d <>5 20.37 SSo4 44oS o739 -.270 
12 31 <;.71 6So2 3<to7 lo108 o112 
......... --·-··-·-· ----· 16----------40. ~.04 Oo2--------19o7··------·lo471>-----------o495--------
.<) 19 s.c;s 66.2 13.7 1 o847 od78 
24 15 4.70 90.9 9.0 2o217 lo260 
2d 8 2.50 93.4 6.5 2.~116 1.643' 
________________ Jz ----------4---------1-·-2-':i 4.6 -5 • .3- .95b -----------~2.026-- ----
36 S 1o56 96o2 3.7 3o325 2o4C9 
4.) 4 1.25 C.,7.4 2.5 3.u95 2.792 
44 .j .'i4 98e4 1.5 4e0b4 3el 74 
---- ----------- -------411--------------l-------•.3.l--------·98.7--------1-+2---------4o434 -------·-·--· 3o557-
52 I oJl 99o0 o9 4.803 3o940 
5o 2 .62 99.6 .3 Sol73 4.323 
oC C .00 99.6 e3 5e543 4.706 
---··-----·-- .64.--------------0--- 99-• .0-----·---------~.3-----!>.912-- .s.csa-
od o .oo 99.6 .3 6o282 So471 
72 I o3l lJOoO .o 6.651 5.654 
REMAINING FR~OUENCICS AP~ ALL lERO 
~~kiVAL-TlME OI5TRlbuTION FOR VlHIC~ES 1~ LANE 21 
TA~L'= 31 
- <ONTRIES IN TAllLti -·--------l-4G:-AN-~JoiF.,Nl- -----'~-l"-ANCAWO--DiiV-1 A.l-1 ON- ---
9o988 
SUM -OF- A><GUMI>NT$----
.3434.000 330 1Co406 N;JN-WEIGHTEO 
U~PER ObSERVED PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
---1..-IMIT -------I'RE-'IUG:i<C-Y- OF --lCTAI..I..----"D~NTAC:.E _______ ..JU;M,UNOER ------W-- MEAN-----F-ROM M~AN----------
4 1.31 ;:<;.69 39ob 60o3 o384 -.641 
a oS 19.69 59.3 4Ce6 .768 -.2:40 
IZ 2~ 7o57 66o9 33o0 loi5.J o159 
16- ------------4~-------hio4-2 -7Qo..J 20o6 ---·-----lo~.J7- ---- oSC>O---- -------
20 16 4oB4 B4oG 15o7 lo921 o960 
24 24 7o27 9lo5 8o4 2o30b lo360 
2!! 9 2o72 94o2 5o7 Zo690 lo761 
32-- --4------.......;1-.01- 9So4 ----4oS-'--·---....;JoJ7S-- 2ol61--- -------,---
)6 7 2ol2 97o5 2o4 3o459 2o562 
4~ J o9C 98o4 loS .Jo!;4J Zo962 
44 1 oJO 98o7 lo2 4oZ2!l 3o.i6J 
--48- ·-·----------!--- -30- 99~-0------------.-9- 4o61~------- -~o763---------
52 2 o60 99 o 6 o J 4 o 997 4 o 164 
56 0 oO, 99o6 o3 5o381 "-o564 
60 1 o30 100.0 oO 5o 765 "-e965 
---- --~EMA-1 mN-i- -F>lt~N.:.l-t-S__,...<>-Ab~<---------'---,----- ------------------
----- ·- --- ------- ------------------------------
ARRIVAL-TIME DISTRIBUTION FOR VEHICLES I~ LANE 22 
TAULE H 
... ENT><IE.S -IN l.ASL.f.-- -------'4F.-A~A>l~U~N-1C- ------lS>-'T~A~~I!l;0U4U<IO<·o ... OEV l..t.'f-1-CN--------- --S4JM---OF -ARGU14ENT $---------
27:J 12.6~3 12ol79 .J4o6.000 NON-WEIGHTED 
UP~cR ObSERVED PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
----------- ---------Ll111T---...P~Ut:.:IU:-'t----U"----U:TAL,-----i'~l:AG5-----RU4-AfNDC:R 01"--MEAN-----F~Oiol ~EAN--------
4 77 27o'l9 27o9 72o'l o.i17 -.706 
~ ~0 18.11] 46.1 53.8 .. b.::S4 -.377 
12 44 15.99 62ol 37ol:l o9~2 -o049 
__________________ 1..0 ___________ z_ ... s1 l..Q.. __ ._ ______ zs.o -------1·209------- -·- .z7a 
2~ 27 ~.AI Blo'l 16.1 1o5o6 · .607 
24 14 5.09 A6.9 13.0 1.9.:.4 .935 
26 9 ::.21 90ol 9o8 2o221 lo264 
.32.----------1.0. ~ o-10 93oB----------6ol .. -------Zo!>3tl-------lo592 
36 3 1.~9 CJ4.9 5.') .2.M56 1.920 
4•) 4 1o4:j 96o.J 3o6 3.17.3 2 o24<;1 
44 2 o72 97.~ 2o9 Jo491 2o577 
..... -·- -- -- -- ------------ ""'---·-· ·-----------0.- .• a.~ . '.97.;1.. 2.9------- ~.808--------------·2· 906 
52 3 loC9 9Ro1 loB 4el25 3o234 
5& 2 o72 98o9 loO 4o44J 3o56J 
6;) 1 o36 99o2 o7 4o760 • 3o!l91 
_,b4____ • ,... -~q_.2---------·7--------•-S.077-----·------4·21'1il. 
68 1 .16 99.6 .J 5.395 4.548 
72 0 oOO 99.6 o3 5o712 4o876 
76 0 oOO 99o6 ol 6o030 5e205 
. .a!l --------------- --~ l0.0..0-----------~0----------.0.~47--------- .. s. •. s~--




I<KRIVAL-TIME UISTF<Ii3UTION FOR Vt.I11CLES II\ LANE 31 
TAOLE 3..1 
ENT RIc:> IN .r A3l.li.- --- --------M~Al\1-A~EN-T----------~I>IOARO .Q(; V-~A T I CN --- - -- - -SUM- OF- ARo:;.UMENTS-- -----·-- ---
179 l9o5'l7 l7o250 3~0!!.000 NON-WEIGHTED 
UPP~R OB~ERVEO ~ER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
----~ l MIT -------J'-WE-QUi.'-"1-CY----IO""F T-C T AI..----4'~Et>IT AGF.-----R EMA I NDER -------OF MEAN- -----F-~OM- ME AN- -------
4 30 ll:o75 !boT 6Jo2 o204 ·-.904 
s 26 l4.e2 31.2 1'>8.7 .40!! -.672 
12 31 17.31 4Bo6 5loJ obl2 -o440 
14---------1-3--- -1-•-Z-t> 55.~ A4ol- -·· odl6 --- ------o208 
20 11 ¢.14 62o0 37o9 lo020 o'l23 
24 lb 8.93 70.9 29.0 lo224 .255 
2d 9 e.o2 75.9 24.0 lo428 o4ti7 
-----------32---_.!._-------1-1-- ---Ci.- ... .1 -82el l7e6----....:...-l.o~2 ---------- .718 
Jb 5 ~.79 84o9 15o::l lod3b o950 
4) 6 ~.35 88o2 llo7 2o041 lo182 
44 5 2o79 9lo0 . Bo9 2o245 lo414 
--- ----- 40------------;J..- o:r.. 92.7------------7·2 -------2.449--------1.64~--------
52 3 lo67 94o4 5o5 2ob53 lod71S 
5o 3 lo67 96o0 Jo9 2o857 ZollO 
60 I o55 96o6 3o3 3o061 2o342 
-----4---------0-- ~~ 96~- --3-o 3- -------~• 265--- ----·-·· ---Zo <>74 -----------
68 0 o'lO 9bo6 · 3.3 3o469 2o805 
72 2 I oil 97o7 2o2 3o673 3o037 
76 0 oOO 97o7 2o2 3o877 3o269 
---"80----------------4- -'---------,;;;;;;., • .-223 OoO ~'l--------4o08c---- ---------3-oSOl-----------
REMAINING FREGUENCIES AhE ALL ZEHO 
--------------
-----------------~- ------------------------- ------------
------ -- ----·---------- --- ----------- ---------------------
ARRIVAL-Tl~E DISTRIBUTION FOR VE~HCLES 1~ LANE 32 
TAI3LE l4 
--ENT~IES IN TAdL6 
2d1 
------ -MEAN-A,.wMEIIoT-------------$'f-4NOAR0---'>E IJ I AT tON--------- ------SUM-Qf'-AK<:.UMENT S--- -·--
l2o370 llo76l 3476o000 NON-IIIEIGHTED 
UPP~~ C~3ERV~D PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
--'-.IIOIIT------ -F-f;,f;.;w":>~.C.¥-----'lf'-TCTAL-----P~N-r-A<.>E-------R&MAINOER ---~._F MtAN ----FROM MEAN--------
4 77 ::7.40 27.4 72.5 .323 -.711 
d 58 CC.64 4f~.') 51.':1 eb46 - • .:;t71 
12 4b lco37 ,_,4 .4 35.:. .•HO -.031 
16 -------.;>1 -----~---l-\.0--l-------- 75.4------------ 24.5-----------lo 293---------- -o308 
20 25 e.89 84.3 15.6 lo6l6 .648• 
24 9 2o20 ll7o5 l2o4 l·o940 o988 
2J 7 co49 9C-.I) 9·.9 2o21>3 lo328 
. __ -·-------------·- __ ~Z-- ------9. ----~.20 - .. Q,3•.;!.·---~------- 6e7-----------.-----Z.e~S6- ----------- --le6b6 ---------
30 5 le77 95el'l 4.9 2.910 2e'3C9 
4C 2 e7l 95e7 4e2 3.~.33 2e.J'+9 
44 2 .71 96.4 3.5 .3.550 2.61:39 
40----- ----.J-------------1•-C -97o5----------2o4 --..lo880--------------3o029-------------
52 4 lo42 91\o<J loO 4o203 3o369 
5b 1 o35 99o2 o7 4o527 3o709 
60 0 .-:>0 99.2 .7 4.ti50 4.049 
. . 64. ________ ----------· C------------.....0 ---99.2.--....:...------ ---•7--------5.e-17.l--- -------- tt..3ag __________ _ 
68 0 oOO 99o2 o7 5o497 4o729 
72 2 o7l lOOol) oO 5o820 So069 
REMAINING FW~UUENCIE3 ARt ALL ZtRO 
ARRIVAL-TIM~ DISTHI8UTICN FOR VeHICLE~ 1~ LANE 41 
lAdLE. 35 
-- ·---- cNTJ<IES-.IN· TAt:ILE-------·141;AN~UMENT -- 5T•NCARD. OE-11-IA:r-H>N--- -·---· 
10o218 
----$UM-Of' ... Ak<OU>Ci::NT5 --- -- -·-
34!'>2o000 )4 3 10. ')64 NON-WEIGHTED 
UPPER OBSE.RV~U PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
-------- -- -4.1-•UT------F~U<iN(; .. \<----OF--T-CTAI.----P-EU~TA<O&----REMAINOER -----'OF-.. MEAN -----F-ROM .ME:.AN-----------
4 1~1 ~~o19 38ol 6lo8 o397 -.~93 
8 66 19o24 57o4 42o5 o794 -.2CI 
12 49 l4o28 7lo7 2So2 lol92 ol89 
- --·-- -- -- -----····16------·---4Q-------:H~66--------83o3 l6o6~-----lo5tl9·---------- o58.0-
20 · 13 3o79 tl7ol 12o8 lo987 o972 
24 14 4oC8 9lo2 8o7 2o.i84 lo363 
28 9 2o62 93o8 6ol 2o782 lo755 
-·---- ·-- --··-- -- --·..J2. h4S 9!>. 4.6 -3ol79 ·--------2• 146·----------
36 0 lo74 97o0 2o9 3o577 2o!>38 
40 0 oCO 97o0 2o9 3 • .,74 2o929 
44 2 o58 97.6 2o3 4. 371 3o320 
--------- ·---··- ------·--·48 ··------- -1~45- --99~ ·----~--·4.769-·-·--·--· 3.712------------
52 1 o29 99o4 ·.5 5ol66 4ol03 
56 1 o29 99o7 o2 5o564 4o495 
60 .0 oC.O 99o7 o2 So\161 4o886 
-- -- ·--------- 64-- ~G---------o.O-------.Oo.359------·--·--5.Z73·-----------
REMAINING FREQUENCIES AHE ALL ZERO 
. ------ ---·--------------------
·----- ···----·---- -- ---------· 
ARRIVAL-TIME DISTRIBUTIUN FOR VEHICLES I~ LANE 42 
TABLE 36 
-·---- -- .tNTM lES---1-N--TAili...i::---------~-AN A 4 {.\ 1MEW.:r- -----lS>'THA,...NDAI<l)--OEJ/-l-A"f-1-QN.--· -- --- -SUM-01'--AI<GUMENT&------ ·-· ·- ----·------
.J40 10o099 9ol83 3434o000 NON-wEIGHTED 
U?PER OBSERVED PER CENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE MULTIPLE DEVIATION 
L-lollT----F-Hu.lU~C¥-------O<'--·-TCTA.L.L.----<P~E>t>I~TAG~----Ri;Jo4AlNOER. 1"-M~AN ··---FROM M~AN 
4 11<> ~4.11 34.1 65.6 ·.39b -.664 
d 73 • Oi1o47 55o5 44o4 o792 -.228 
12 52 l5o2'1 70o6 2?o1 lo1R8 o20o 
------ --·-- -·- ·------10--- .1,. 1-- 9--~--------20.0------ .. -1.~84------·----- .042--
2·) 21 <5\17 86ol l3ot:l lo'IBO lo076 
24 lo 4o70 90o8 9ol 2o376 1o5l3 
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